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A SNAPSHOT OF A PORTION OF THE THRONG WHICH HEARD ROOSEVELT SPEAK AT ALBUQUERQUE. SEPTEMBER 18, 1912.
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BROTHER CHARLEV
SAYS HE PUT UP
FOR CAMPAIGN

SOLDIERS OF LITTLE

PASSING

HAT

FOR T. R. IS

MONTENEGRO NATION

Michigan today.
WILSON ATTACKS
ROOSEVELT AGAIN.j
Springfield, 111., Octf 9. "The voice;
is that of Esau, though the touch may
j be the touch of Jacob, but we are not
going to be touched,"' said Governor
Wilson in his second speech here to-- j
day in referring to Colonel Roosevelt

PHOTO BY WALTON.

IT'S SOME BIG FAIR

Washington, D. C, Oct. 9. More
Harrl-matestimony about the
fund of 1904 and the alleged $100,-00Standard Oil contribution was deand his plan for governmental regula-- i
veloped today before the Clapp comtiou of trusts.
mittee.
"When the gentleman proposing to:
Former Senator Nathan B. Scott, of
legalize
monopoly," added the gover-- l
West Virginia, testified that the late
nor, "speaks the name of Lincoln, iti,
y ;
A
MEMBER
Cornelius N. Bliss, had told him of IN DETROIT,
OF HIS
if
is
as
who
those
to
j
intended
RECEIVED
perpet-AT
IN WHICH
LONDON TELL OF FIERCE FIGHTING
DISPATCHES
from
Standard
the
$100,000
collecting
FINANCE
BUREAU
COLLECTED uate human slaverv should have dared
Oil and that when he suggested that
BOTH SIDES SUFFER MANY
to speak in the name of the great NAN O'NIEL WRIlES A FEW IMPRESSIONS OF THE DOINGS AT ALBU- TO CROSS
CASUALTIE- S- FIRST FORCE
Bliss ask the committee for more,
WHILE HE WAS SPEAKING
$1,000
emancipator.
Bliss told him that President RooseBORDER IS REPORTED COMPLETELY WIPED OUT
Q (JERQUE AND SAYS THE PAVED
STREETS AND THOSE NEW STREET
"We are going lo repudiate
this
velt had forbidden contributions from
TO CROWDS
slavery just as emphatically as we
LIGHTS ARE ALL TO THE GOOD IN DUKE CITY
that source. Scott related a converhave repudiated the other and we
sation he had on the telephone with
Mackinaw City, Mich., Oct. 9. Colo- are not going to look to the gentlemen
"the White House" about the New
who established that slavery in order
BALKAN STATES PREPARE TO JOIN
York campaign of 1904 in which the nel Roosevelt's present tour of the to
accomplish our liberty.
"voice at the White House" told him central states was placed on a self- GOOD ROADS DAY IS ONE OF BEST
"We are not gazers upon an empty
Mr.
was
Ilarriman
"that
coming."
IN BATTLE WITH THEIR ALLIES
Jt
anwas
oasis
we
for
know
toaay.
where the fixed
heaven,
Judge Robert S. Lovett, chairman of supporting
are and we are going
FEATURES OF ENTIRE PROGRAM
the executive committee of the Harri-ma- nounced on the Roosevelt car there constellations
was a representative of (lie progres- to follow the old stars to liberty."
railroads, testified that the-lat- e
"I'm not
to put Mr. RooseLondon, Oct. 9. A Montenegrin the concentration of the army lias K. II. Harriman had told him of a sive party financial bureau, whose velt in a tryingsaid Governor
Wood-rohole,"
to
visit
the White House and that duty it is to pass the hat among the
force which crossed the Turkish bor-- exceeded all expectations and devel-de- r
Wilson, in referring to his re9:00 Meeting of Xew Mexico edi-- i
i
BY NAN O'NEIL.
has been annhilated, according to opments will now be very rapid. The President Roosevelt wanted him to people gathered to hear the colonel
at cent declaration that the United States'
N. M., Oct. 9. Well tcrs at the commercial club.
a dispatch from Constantinople, which stock exchange was somewhat more help the national committee raise
Albuquerque,
Steel corporation was "behind the
10:00 Campbell United Shows on
declares that four thousand Albanian affected today by the Balkan
$200,000 for the New York state com- every stop. The collector reported
s
the big fair is in full swing and when
third
that
$1000
was
in
party program in thought.
raised
Central avenue. All shows open.
Detroit
yesmittee.
have invaded Montenegro.
fairras
THE
advertised
tjon
it
St. Louis, Oct. 9. Gov. Woodrow they
big
terday, when the plan was first tried
Meeting of "Good Roads" association
A isuiganan array uas sjaneu lor
Charles P. Taft, the president's out.
Saloniki Turkey, Oct. 9. Serious
Buttons and certificates of mem- Wilson, the democratic nominee for they did not exaggerate it one bit for at Elks theatre. Speeches by R. E.
to
to
road
force
the
Pasha
Mustapha
fighting continues between the Turk- brother, today told the Clapp commitwill
arrive
here from it is the biggest and best fair that 'i'wiu-hellFrancis E. Le.Bter and othAdrianople where the Turks are con- ish and Montenegrin forces on the tee he contributed $250,000 to the na- bershipin in the progressive party are president,
do
New Mexico has even seen and
return
for
given
contributions.
ers.
The
centrating in great strength.
$150,-00190S
tional
in
and
that
campaign
not except any of them.
Montenegrin frontier. Essad Pasha,
colonel invades the upper peninsula of u.
of
lu::)ii Opening
Skirmishes have occurred on the the
Albuquerque
(Continued on page eight).
was returned. He also contributTurkish commander of the force
There are lots of people here and Kuuitl club bench show, 215 West
Servian and Bulgarian frontiers.
ed $40,000 to the Ohio campaign.
to
of
the
relief
has
one
if
more
are
by
Scutari,
may
marching
judge
coming
Free act, high diving man,
If Servia and Bulgaria have not al"I thought my brothe- - was fitted for
the river Boyana, without enthe demand for room reservations corner Kirst and Central,
ready declared war on Turkey, as re- passed
the
Mr.
said
"and
and hotel accommodations that have
Taft,
presidency,"
opposition.
m
11:00 Free act. High wire per-- ;
ported from Paris, it is believed every- countering
been pouring, in by letter and by wire. fcrtnance, corner Second
The Bulgarian cabi- il! elected, I warrted him to walk into
Sofia, Oct.-9- .
where th.'t' they are on the point of
pad Central
the White 'House without obligation
And in full jhstice to the city of Althe Rusbo-Aus- 11:30 Free act, high diving horse,
joining their mobilized armies to that net, after considering
Alto
or
interests
of
to
citizens
the
and
great
any
corporations.
1HauBU
buquerque
corner Fifth and Central.
of Montenegro, whose troops are said!"""1 i,uleOn that basis I was prepared to go the
buquerque, I must say they are doing
to be generally "engaged with .the ment loaa ln wmcl1 u sa3 ule am
12:00 Fair grounds and exhibition,
the honors and doing them without
Turks along the frontier. Should thejsanan ministers have unfortunately! Mr. Taft testified that his contribu
hulls
open.
stint. If any one can not have a good
they expected,
two Balkan nations decide to appeal failed to find what
AFTERNOON.
I
could
not
have
to
fair
this
at
tions
the
time
fori
of
they
details
the
reforms
president's
campaign
to arms, half a million soldiers of the namely, precise
Fair Grounds.)
(At
I
notice
a
time
What
of
totaled
good
$213,.r)92
anywhere.
Balkan states who have been concen-- which the papers have proposed to
l
1:00
pace.
more
its
na-of
about
this
fair
than
which $123,000 was given to the
any
1:15 Baseball Santa Fe vs. Silvers
trating for the past week will be Turkey and of guarantee for their
"We have noted with amusement that some of the
nrerleeesHors. is the hustle mill vim
!
of
Taft
bureau
which
tional
Represen-ecuticn.
v to ODDOse the Turkish
paarmy.
that is apparent on all sides. And City.
Before taking any decision on the tative William B. McKinley was di-in New Mexico have thought it advisable in complyThe number of the Ottoman troops in
pers
:'i 2:24 pace.
those paved streets and new clusters
Ohio
To
rector.
state campaign
the
European Turkey are understood to subject, the Bulgarian cabinet will
2:30 Decorated automobile parada
with
the
of
ing
the
lot.
a
to
of
whole
street
They
regulations
lights, help
postofhee department,
consult the Greek and Servian govern- $G4,800 was given, and $23,000 went for
total several hundred thousand.
give our metropolis a real nietropili-- j at fair grounds.
miscellaneous items.
publish circulation statements in obscure corners of their
It is generally recognized that the ments.
s
mile dash,
3:00
tan air and you can walk down Central
The examination of Charles D.
intervention of the European ambassaParis, Oct. 9. "A false step a susnewspapers. As a pleasing contrast, the Santa Fe New
race,
in
at
the
thei'iing
evening
looking
dors at the Porte cannot now have picion, and all Europe is aaame," says Hilles, republican national chairman,
Mexican takes this method of giving to the public can- shop windows, and if you have just a; 3:15 Cowgirl race,
.
the Figare today in commenting on was postponed until tomorrow.
..
.
any effect.
Til
3:30 Three mile motorcycle race,
bit of imagination even, you are
little
and
Am
its
to
circulation
Other
witnesses
war
connection
and
the
(tuny,
the
Balkan's
nonesiiy
appear today
openly,
figures.
3:45 Balloon ascension and
Constantinople, Oct. 9. The Turkin a real big, growing, bustling city.
S.
lieutenwere
Robert
Lovett, former
in this connection it simply desires to statu that it will
ish government awaits events with with it of the Sazonoff, the Russian
chute
was
the
state
at
jump.
big
day
calm assurance, according to the Ot- foreign minister to Berlin. The pa ant of the late E. H. Harriman;
fair. And it made one proud to thinkj 3:50 Rope spinning and foot rop- republish tliem in this conspicuous manner from time to
vast
the
visit
of
Dan
of
iMatthew
importHale,
per
regards
Massachusetts;
toman foreign minister. In an interthat at last we are a full fledged state ing.
time for the benefit of its readers and of the advertising
for it is declared to be allaying R. Hanna, of Ohio, and Senator M. B.
y
view given to the Associated Press ance,
4:00 Two and one-hal- f
mile
and
that state day meant something.
of
between
of West Virginia.
any suspicion existing
public. It asks the public to note from time to time, the
race.
W. C. McDonald, who with
Governor
today, he said: "We face fie future Russia and Austria. As a result of M. Scott,
relay
Mr. Scott said he was in republihis staff and state officials, were to
4:15 Cowboy and cowgirl quadrille
with perfect confidence. 1 should Sazonoff's
growth ot our .circulation. Some four months airo. Mr.
visit, it is believed that can headquarters in New York in Ochave been the guests of honor here, on horseback.
M. Cutting, and a company of friends
Bronson
like to point out, however, that the Russia will endeavor to influence Sera
call
when
bought
telephone
tober, 1904,
could not carry out their part of the
4:30 Motorcycle race, winner pre- -'
declaration of war by Montenegrins via not to anger Austria by the invas- came
the controlling interest in the New Mexican and its two
"from the White House" forj
because the governor was vious race handicapped.
program
was made contrary to the oiacrice ion of Novipazar. The French gov
Treasurer Bliss or Chairman Cortel-- ;
too ill to participate, still the day was
weekly papers, "The New Mexican Review" and "Pl
EVENING.
adopted by all civilized states. It ernment learned today that before the you. Neitner was present and he
one of the biggest and liveliest yet.
4:45- - Broncho busting.
Nuevo
Mexicano." Since that time, the policy has been
1
of
he
went against the stipulation
Russian and Austrian ministers made talked on the wire.
A gust of wind yesterday afternoon,
(Down Town.)
Hague convention of which Montene- their representations to the Montenegcompletely changed and this newspaper has had the out
"What is this trouble I hear about
aviator Beachey as he was
caught
Illumination of Alvaradd
In
the
first
a
was
at'
Ser
rin
the
gro
government
signatory.
Cettinje,
Scott
Senator
said
he
heard
ot
ot
the subscribers under former
Higglns,"
many
spoken enmity
starting his preliminary flight and his hotei CamDbell United Shows on Cer
place, no attempt was made to seek vian and Grecian ministers has visited over the wire. "I hear he may be demachine was thrown into a barb wire;tra, avenue. All shows open. Albu-- ;
management. A subscription campaign is now being
the good offices of a third party in the Montenegrin foreign office and in- feated." He told "the White House
fence.
The aviator escaped unhurt, querque Kennel club show open. Free
Avorked out by .the management of the New Mexican
order to find a means of avoiding a sisted that the declaration of war that Mr. Higgins was in danger."
but one of the planes was wrecked. ac, hih divine man, corner Flrst and
be
at
rhould
least
postponed.
conflict.
Avhich will speak for itself within six months. The cir"Can't the state committee supply
The machine will be repaired at once Qf,ntT3l
The efforts were, however, in vain the necessary funds," asked the White
"Secondly, the declaration of war
'and the spectators will again witness
Ncav
culation
of
the
Mexican
is
concert
as
follows:
did not set forth any real or tangible and it is generally believed in diplo- House. Mr. Scott said he told of the
some of this daring bird man's aerial
hih wlrB nprform.
s.,ftPrpfi
circles
war.
matic
that
cause for
Montenegro acted difficulties in getting money for the
eiuii is.
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEance, corner Second and Central.
.1
.1 . . . .. ., .1 ., c
,
n .1 .. . . I
)
'
"the!
"Thirdly, Montenegro opened hostil- at the instigation of Bulgaria.
and
the
from
response
campaign
8:30 Grand Illuminated automobile
The representations of the powers White House" was:
ities without granting the usual prethe days of the fair, the management
MENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.
Formation at Robinson park;
parade.
to
Ottoman
to
and
the
is trying
make it the biggest. Ralph
government probably
actually before the
liminary delay
"I would rather lose the election in
through the principal streets.
parading
E. Twitchell, the silver tongued oradeclaration of war was presented to will be made by the ambassadors at the country than be defeated in my!
of Santa Fe New Mexican, published daily at Santa Fe,
9:30 Bank concert
and
grand
tor of New Mexico and one of the best
the porte."
Constantinople today with the feeble own state."
New
march on Central avenue.
;
Act
the
of
2.
Mexico,
19
by
required
24,
on
will
9.
August
roads
the
News
Oct.
fire
Montethe
boosters,
good
from Sofia, hope that
I said "there is no danger of your
speak
London,
lighted by
10:00 Free act, high diving horse,
N&rne
of
is
roads.
He
Postoffice Address.
good
presisubject
Bulgaria, says that the rapidity of negro may be extinguished.
being defeated," said" Mr. Scott.
dent of the New Mexico Good Roads corner Fifth and Central.
He added that the voice at the
s
Editor J. ''Wight biddings, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
association. Col. D. K. B. Sellers, the
White House Baid: "Mr. Harriman is
Managing Editor, J. "Wight Giddings, Santa Fe, New
liveliest booster in Albuquerque, and EXILE TO RETURN
LOYAL LEGION IS
we
if
see
me
see
to
I'll
and
comine
OF
DAUGHTER
Mexico.
vice president of the Good Roads asAND FIGHT FOR COUNTRY.
IN SESSION TODAY, can't arrange to raise the funds to
on good
sociation, will also speak
CHLLAHAN IS
Business Manager, Charles M. Stauffer, Santa 'Fe, Ne.v
Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 9. The Loyal help Higgins."
roads. Other speakers will be Col. D
Legion, an organization composed of
Scott added r "I thought I was talkSeattle, AVash., Oct. 9. Colonel
Mexico.
AFTER KILLERS officers
M. Potter of Arizona who Is the lead
and
of the army ing to President Roosevelt."
John
Voucotich, formerly an officer in
ing good roads booster over there, and the Greek
Publisher, New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe,
and navy, is holding its annual meet- , "When all the trouble broke out
army, who says he was exon
now
not
others
the
9.
program.
After "Ed." ing here. Colonel Arnold A. Rand, about the life insurance
New Mexico.
Jackson, Ky., Oct.
iled because he favored a democratic
companies
150
are
more
There
than
fancy
is tsnd campaign
said
Callahan, former sheriff of Breathitt jr.nior vice commander-in-chief- ,
Owners
contributions,"
canies on the list for the dog show. form of government, who is a nephew
to
been
advanced
to
of Queen Miinna of Montenegro, said,
went
House
"I
presiding,
White
and
having
amthe
svott,
blaiu
from
vtaa
county, Kentucky,
Bronson M. Cutting, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
They range from diminutive poodles
the rank of commander-in-chie- f
on acto President
his royal uncle, King Nicholas, caused
Roosevelt,
to
the
white
bush a few months ago, his daughter, count of the death of Rear Admiral suggested
Russian
wolf
hounds.
big
Maud R. Frost, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
when Mr. Perkins was indicted, that
And we should not forget also the him to be imprisoned three years for,'
Mrs. Clifton Gross vowed to find the
W. Melville, who, with the we who had benefited by his contribuB.
George
Mo.
Kansas
Pain,
Henry
City,
chickens. John Reub, who has that political conspiracy and at the end
assassins. She spent many days and late General Arthur
MacArthur, was tions, supply funds to replace those he
of his term banished him from the
number
of
of
each
mountain
issue
in
of
this
the
Average
trails,
department in charge, has done excel-- j
copies
lonely
publinights
lost to the legion during the last year. would have to return.
He gives this as an excuse
country.
comlent
when
work
the
which
chickens
are
precation sold or distributed, through the mails or otherwise,
and,
seeking evidence,
Rear Admiral Stewart, of New
if
said
no,
that
the
"But
to
to his native land and take
return
president
ing from all over the Btate.
sented to a grand jury, resulted in York, was elected senior vice comma- the
to paid subscribers during the six months preceding the
money was to be returned it
One of the prettiest displays I have up arms against the Turks. Greek.
the indictment of fifteen members of nder-in-chief
and Colonel E.. A. should be returned by the party as a
date of this statement, lOlp.
seen in the entire exhibition here, is leaders say 2,000 men in Seattle are
the Denton faction. The killing of Landell, of Pennsylvania, junior vice whole."
'
a
collection from the School of Ameri- - read' to o to the front.
of
one
CHARLES M. STAUFFER,
.Callahan was notable in
commander-in-chief- .
Judge Robert S. Lovett, chairman of
can Archaeology of Old Santa Fe. The
Breathitt county's most bitter feuds.
Business Manager.
the executive committee of the Harrientire state can well be proud of it PETITION FOR KANSAS
man system, testified he knew of Mr.
COLLEGE MEN TO
GAS RECEIVERSHIP,
I have found that it has attracted
and
Sworn to and subscribed before me this ninth day of
VOTE AT SCHOOL. Harriman's visit to Washington in Oc
wide attention from those who arn
Kansas
Mo., Oct. 9. A peti-her- e
City,
BRING PHOTOGRAPHS.
Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 9. A test tober, 1904. "He told me the national
October, 1912.
from
outside
to
receivers
states.
tion
for the Kan- appoint
case has been brought in the courts committee was 'in a hole' and owed
NORA E. SUMMERS,
"I didn't know there was anything sas Natural Gas company was filed in
(Seal) '
He
Santa Fe exhibi- - S here in the shape of a petition for the state committee $200,000.
The New-Ol- d
"
like it in the state," said one New the federal court of Kansas City.
.
a writ to compel the city registrars to said "the president wants me to help
X tion is commencing work on the
Notary Public.
Mexico woman, to a group of friends, Kansas, today. Judge Pollock and
X
all
Harvard students over 21 il out and I've got to do It."
permit
S old San Miguel church. Anybody X to
And I really believe that there are Campbell, sitting together took the
vote at the presidential election un(My commission expires March 14, 191G.)
of this
X having
"Some days later he came to my
photographs
e
many people who do not know what matter under advisement. The
X church before it was repaired X less registered elsewhere.
office and gave me some checks and
The circulation of the Albuquerque Morning Journal
school has done and is doing for ceivership was brought by a Pennsyl-thThe registrars have ruled that no cash. Mr. Bliss came and got them.
X and altered are requested to X
vania stockholder. The petition as- and of the Albuquerque Herald, according to their pubpreservation of our antiquities.
is There was $250,000. Less than $50,000
X leave them with' the exhibition X student, who is not
The program for today is as fol- - r.erta that the company cannot make
the Old Palace. X entitled to vote, even if he is over 21 of the contributions was In currency."
X management
lished statements is as follows: EA'ening Herald 3472;
lows:
enough money selling gas at 25 and
X All photographs loaned will be X years old. Scores of young ; college
Judge Lovett said he thought one of
Morning Journal 5987.
GOOD ROADS DAY.
17 cents a thousand feet to pay ita
X men have been refused registration on
X returned within two weeks.
bond interest, or to make payments
X X X XX X X this account.
Morning.
XX
(Continued on page five).
9:00 Band concert.
fund.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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The Little Store "RIPPING"SAYS
HARVARD

Always the Leader

PROFESSOR

DUKE CITY

OF SANTA
STORM

GROCERY

CIENT

BACK

DECLARES

MODEL

PALACE
v

INTER

The Original and Only Absolutely

FE

OF
CITY--WHA- T

AND
HAVE

INQUIRY

CREAM

PICTURES
AROUSED

A

WITH

CASH

ALL

PURCHASES.

Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
Mace
our Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take

HE TOLD THE

Indispensable to best results saves
worry saves work saves money
saves health saves complaints at table

Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WE GIVE REGISTER TICKET8

the advantagsstobehad
in Purchasing a Coles.

"It is ripping!"
Thus spoke Sylvanus Griswold Mor
ley, Harvard '07 (A. B.) and '08 (A.
M.) on his return today from Albu
querque where he was "master of
ceremoines" at the installation of the
Santa Fe county exhibit.
"I repeat: It was ripping," continued
Mr. Morley, tugging manfully at a Pall
Mall and blowing clouds of smoke
until there was danger some careless
that the family had feared that he
LOOK WELL AT KNOWLES.
passerby might turn in a tire alarm.
U. now in net- - would take his life during one of these
Knowles
The
country
model
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
"That exhibit with the
for in.iny despondent periods.
nf ilm nlri Palnm in sninfi- in do this ter shape than it has bpsr.
are
man in Artesia had more friends
i
and
All kinds of flowers, yarden & field seeds in bulk
ALFALFA SEED.
packages, city a worid 0f good. Every detail n ons. Winter i iss prospects
I'iiiily jiood anJ i: Iionj is no frost among acquaintances than Mr. Atkinconnected with the staging of the ex- - l'.
f
the middle o.. this month nwnv son. He has. a model family. He was
hibit has been carefully looked after. excellent
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
will
be harvested. always seemingly happy, congenial
The room is darkened and then The vast crops
of land on which man at home and with his acquaintquantity
suddenly the Old Palace, looking proof is now being made will be pat- ances. He had a beautiful home and
natural in its coat of pebble-dash- ,
in time to make a good 80 acre alfalfa farm south of
ented in the
Phone Black looms up, two little lanterns, lit by dry he assessed spring
Phone Black
of our school town. Artesia Advocate.
valuation
cells, swinging from the vegas which district such that it
insure extra
45
stretch out in front. The room is 14 pood schools next year. Knowles
COWBOY KILLED.
by 25 and contains plenty of space for N'yws.
an
With
escort of cowboys to the
water
of
the
the showing
paintings,
city limits, an automobile, bearing the
colors and photographs which are illuGOOD ONES.
remains of the late "Lige" Andrews,
minated by concealed lights.
Gideon Vanderlinden has got five champion bronco buster of Eddy
"The romance of the old city, capiDawson Coal
tal of this vast empire, has appealed pounds of white Denia onion seed county, killed in Friday's Wild West
PORTLAND CEMENT Sawed Wood
Fl Torn
to most of the visitors and the model which he will plant as soon as the events, stai i.ed at noon Saturday for
Mexico
of the Old Palace has aroused a great ground is dry enough to raise sets for Knowles, ntar the Texas-Nemany to ask questions about Santa spring planting. He raised a few of line, where await a sorrow-strickeFe. Of course, there are a few who do these onions this year, planting the father, mother, brothers and sisters,
not appreciate the display. One boy seed in March and is satisfied that if with scores of admiring friends,
who entered the room was heard say- treated according to directions, they
Arriving in Roswell Thursday, fresh
ing: 'By jingoes! I thought they had will be all that is claimed for them. from half a. dozen "roping" and ridsomething in here!' And a lady, who This is the same variety as the Lake-woo- ing tournaments in Eddy county and
did not understand the 'motif of the
onions, one of which weighs west Texaa, In which he had starred
Palace model, asked: 'Is that thing three and one half pounds and is on with the Lest of
All Kinds of Building Materials.
them, Andrews little
oer there a dove cot?'"
exhibition at the Roswell fair. Those dreamed tliat nis departure would be
Jes
the
At
of
Fence
this
Posts
interview,
Cedar
and
two
Red
point
on exhibition will average aDove
Screen Doors,
in such
or
se Nusbaum, designer of the Palace pounds weight. Lake Arthur Times. not even wise, to that friends would
get
say farewell. His
Yard III Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
model, turned pale.
in
Roswell bronco
the
participation
"But for all that," continued the
BADLY INJURED.
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
busting was to be the crowning event
Phone, Red 100
'prof.,' "the exhibit is 'ripping' if
While unloading timbers at Ori- of his summer's career with the lariat
ever there was one. Mr. Nusbaum is
to be congratulated on the success of ental, 1 1 miles north of Carlsbad, last and the chaps. But Fate stepped in
that model and all who have anything Saturday, Luther Dunaway, former and changed it all.
The sad accident, responsible for
to do with the picture painting or section foreman at Lakewood, was al
most killed by a timber falling on him, Andrew's death, occurred
about 3
making, deserve high praise."
"Have you no 'symphony of colors' His shoulder was dislocated, his o'clock Friday
afternoon, in the
in your lighting scheme?" was asked. teeth knocked out and a leg broken. midst of all the excitement attendant
PHONE 85 MAIN.
"No, we are confining ourselves to He was brought to Carlsbad and his upon the bronco busting and goat
white light, using two big, round drop injuries attended to by the railway roping events'. Hundreds of spectarFeTA L
lights when we wish to illuminate the physician, Dr. Cowan, . and he was tors witnessed the accident, and only
exhibit room,'' answered the profes- placed in the sleeper Sunday morning through the presence of mind of the
sor, smiling broadly.
and sent to the Santa Fe railway hos- band master starting the band was the
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
Mr. Morley said that he had many pital, at Topeka, Kansas. Carlsbad crowd restrained from rushing out
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
arguments with the residents of the Current.
onto the field.
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
Duke City because of his declaration
Andrews had vied with Wade Corn
that in a very short time Santa Fe is
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
BRAKEMAN INJURED.
of this city for first honors of the
Albu
Duke
de
going to outstrip the
secWalter
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Bebermeyer, a Wabash day, having roped a goat in 19
querque Vilie, and adding: "What have
Mo., was onds, and the men were getting ready
you down here but dirty brick domi brakeman at Moberly,
near the for a second attempt to decide the tie.
ciles, lacking in age, art and ro severely hurt this week
y
broke loose and be
mance?" Of course, the owners of Wabash freight depot. His father who A bronco near-bin
came
its rope and it was
of
northeast
seven
miles
lives
entangled
about
went
those little brick buildings
right
Clovis was ;it once notified. Beber-mye- while attempting to catch the bronco
like
into
the
air,
up
Beachey.
WQODY'S STAGE LINE "Speaking of Beachey," said Mr.
who was braking, was standing that his own horse tangled in the
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
in- on top of a car when the air was sudrope and fell with its full weight
was
indeed
"his
Morley,
flying
Prom
to give Bpinal thrills and in- denly applied and the train came to upon him. His neck was dislocated,
La Salle Restaurant
spired
BARRANCA TO TAOS cidentally to explain why so many an abrupt stop, and he was thrown and he suffered concussion of the
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South bird men meet death by the rapid de- to the ground and fell across the brain, and though given the best of
scent route. Those who go to the Duke track. Robert Randolph, a young lad medical attention, and hurried at
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
this week to see dare devil work who saw him fall pulled him (mm the once to the hospital in an auto, his
City
of
on
arrival
the
Leaves Barranca
Two Doorg Below F. Andrews Star.
in the ether will not come home
track. Bebermyer was unconscious life could not be saved and he died
the north bound train and arrives at
(Regular Meals 25 cents.
when taken to the hospital where he before 7 o clock, never regaining conTaos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Bent 2Gc and 50c
is suffering from a big gash in the sciousness. Lon Banta attempting to
FAIR A SUCCESS.
catch the same animal was also inTen miles shorter than any other
All
Hears.
at
Orders
Short
head. Clovis News.
Good covered' hacks and good
way.
jured
slightly.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
... r
.....
: . v.
The fifth annual county fair was
RED RIVER'S NEW COMPANY.
French Noodle Order fOa a 41m,
furnished commero'al men to take In a grand success; fully five thousand
Dr. Ben K. Koering who visited years of age, and lived four miles
Kaw Yerk Chop Suey 600. the surrounding towns. Wire ftnbuds
people being on the grounds on Satur- about three weeks ago the Red River north of Knowles with his parents.
day, the last day. The big tent was mining district in company with Ed He owned a couple of sections of land
crowded to the limit with crop dis- Price, has organized in Detroit, Mich., in Ward county, Texas, and had brilana
plays and the best display of live the New Mexico Development this liant prospects. He was recognized
as one of the best riders in eastern
stock that has ever been seen in Mining company. The object of
company is to develop the Independ- New Mexico. Rumors that he and a
Clovis was in evidence.
and the Oklahoma Miss Josie Douthy, also of Knowles,
It was a real demonstration of the ence, the Raven
mininir claims. The com were to have been married last
night
merit of the country. The farmers erouns of
to be a strong one or
today, were denied today by a
took interest; they brought their stuff pany isis reported
hundred
one
for
capitalized
brother of Miss Douthy. The young
and never did the county make a bet- and
thousand dollars and no stock is to lady was in the grand stand at the
El
To
and
of
out
state
Hundreds
Bisbee,
ter
Paso,
of
Douglass
showing.
ANITA
C
Dr.
PP
PDOM
be sold for less than par value.
time, and was quite overcome with
visitors were here and all of them exOAil l
all points in New Mexico, Ariwill be in camp in a few days
Koering
grief. Roswell News.
a
surprise.
pressed
on
work
the
to
start
Independence
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via! NEW MEXICO
While, of course, the fair was not group. His wife, two sons, and prob-- '
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
on as large a scale as it could have ably one or more of the stockholders
T il 'pisgmooia 'sumoh
jjoss
been, nor conducted as perfectly as H of the company, will accompany the
could have been done, yet the editor doctor to Red River. The IndependJ TV
'SJJL03S
1SISNI
P"
of the Journal, as manager, did the ence is one of the best known propbest he could, under the circum- erties in that district. The editor has
snuqots ptoao ot ojoj
had assayed by a government assayer
stances. Clovis Journal.
3UV)tlS94 pun Ul8tI9Jf
no puo spjos bo
specimens of rock out of that property
when the former owners struck the
THOROUGH WORK.
ApAips tpnjM uoigjnuiTj
ore shoot that assayed $7,280.30. The
the
and
located
well
:suirU80U pUB
are
other
groups
S(f)03g
FreeHow a Santa Fe Citizen Found
owners believe they will, by a little
SdlUAS
dom From Kidney Troubles.
ipiM smjj UOQ
more development work, make very
to
rich
expects
The
mines.
company
'uopduinsuco
If you suffer from backache-Pr- om
work
do considerable development
eiuotunaud
'adduS
jo
urinary disorders
a
no
ss
is
tender
this winter. Dr. Koering
Any curable disease of the kidneys, foot in the mining world having spent
smos
paas
ioj
jj
Use a tested kidney remedy.
For Rates and Full Information Address
twenty years in Old Mexico with (I
Doan's Kidney Pills have been
seme of the best mines in that counF & P. AGENT,
by thousands.
try. Taos Valley News.
Santa Fe people can testify.
EL PASO, TEXAS.
Can you ask more convincing proof
SUICIDE.
of merit?
The town of Artesia was horrified
Pasquale YannI, shoemaker. College to learn early yesterday morning that
St.t Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1902 J. F. Atkinson had killed himself. He
I gave a public testimonial in praise lived in the south part of the city with
ot Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect his happy family.
Arising early he
FOR RHODES at The Novelty Shop,
that they had cured me of pain in my went out upon the porch, sat down on
back, caused by disordered kidneys. the edge with his feet hanging off and
For Fruit Ladders, Step LadWork obliges me to sit down a good placing the muzzle of a shot gun in his
ders, Common Ladders, Irondeal and this weakened my kidneys, mouth
the contents
discharged
While at work I into his head, blowing the greater porcausing backache.
ing Tables, Upholstering,
more intensely than at any tion of his face and forehead away.
Furniture Repairing and all suffered
S.C. BUFF ORPINGTOUS
"All Go
other time and I was very anxious to
His wife and children were horrified
Right Prices" Kinds
of Repair Work.
.'. find a remedy that would relieve me. to find his lifeless body and their
A Number of
13 THE MOTTO OF
104 Gal isteo
Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I screams attracted many of the nearby
Thoroughbred Cockerels
a box and. to my delight, neighbors. The body was taken to
For sale at
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M procured
they soon fixed me up in good shape. the McClay undertaking parlors where
All work guaranteed first class.
$3.00
$1.50
of
seven
I
The
verdict
was
an
have
held.
years
inquest
During the past
had no need of kidney medicine."
the jury was that the deceased came
ROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50 to his death as above outlined. From
$3.00 $5.00
Co., Buffalo, evidence brought out by the wit
cents, Foster-Milbur- n
New York, sole agents for the United nesses it was learned that his mind
TO
OEM.
ALL
A. Wheelon
SQUARE
Work for the New Mexican. It Is States.
had become temporarily unbalanced.
0
J
PHOKBtM
Remember the name Doan's and That he had been despondent at Inworking for you, for Santa Fe and
Francisco
309
the new state.
take ao other.
tervals for the past several years and
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pleasure in
to you

Demonstrating:

VISITORS.

Southern Corner Plaza,

Holds Fire for '36 Hours

A Pure Cream of Tartar Powder

AN-

Money andFuel Saver

A

1MB PitDH

FROM

THAT OLD

ABOUT

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

EXHIBIT

Quality and Large Variety of the

" Soltaire " floods.

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

MORLEY ABOUT

Again Reminds You of the Superior
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YOU'LL BE GLAD

AND

FOR HARD COAL

are extra large fitted

FOR SOFT COAL
Coles original down draft. This is the
stove for the home, the office abd all
public places It reauires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
servicable and economical of all stoves.

in re-

cessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
the "Radiant".

NEWS OF THE STATE

WOOD DAVIS
--

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Phone

14.

,

BUY A COLES HEATER

4
Mica doors

-

HADWARE COMPANY.

:

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone

14.

:

Modern Grocery Cunip'y.

LEO HERSCH

45

FOR SWIFT.
WESWIFT'S
be, too,
you do as we say.
and
PREMIUM
HAMS

j

flola

they are not old and musty.

THE KOSHER MEATS

d

HAVE
44

,

hr

VvOOCl

tt

ii

IN ODS,
rtant

FOW
N

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

toup

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

I

I

EUGENE FOX,

ECOMONY

Rooms With Bath,

Save Your Orders

at

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath...

..

Street

Jr.

to

J.F.RHOADS

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

GROCERY

If. BLAIN,

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad nfght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

lX

zt

J.

The

part.

desired.

A

jp

Electricity plays a most impo-

for father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be

j

Best
Route

.n tut T

-

j

grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth

j

East
or
West

TRIED THEM?

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

r,

The

TOMORROW

The Store With a Conscience."
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llUH'l

IN

PHONE 262.
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I

CAPITAL COAL YARD

COSl

line of

city, and

White

AM?

BACON

Why, say We have the largest
FOR LUNCH COLD
LUNCH MEATS in the

n

Lumber and Coal Yard

Those

received fresh every week are just what you
need to make a hurry breakfast.

I

R. J. CRICHTON
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JUST ONE TRIAL

Artistic

Easy Shoes

jB

for

Shoe

Your

Selection

Seen Here

SHOES

OF OUR SCHOOL

Will Prove Their Excellence ! We've School
Shoes for Boys and Girls That Were Built for
Better Looking or Better Wearing
Duty.
School Shoes You've Never Seen
1

GUN

OF

CALF,
BOX CALF, VELOUR CALF,
PAT. COLT AND THE NEW FALL TANS,
MEDIUM OR HIGH CUT.

LEATHERS

METAL,

FOOT

EVERY SHOE FITTED TO THE

PERFECTLY!

Boys' School Shoes

WJISST

Girls' School Shoes
ACCOkDINU

TO SIZE.

PFLUEGER'S
The Shoe Man

If!
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ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair
'

32nd"

ALBUQUERQUE.
October 7, 8, 9, 10, II,
....
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The New Mexican is proud to preIt is
Work for the New Mexican.
want Ad. In th9 New Mexican
sees more people in one day than you working for you, for Santa Fe and sent to its readers today the above
the new state
can see In a month. Try one.
remarkable news photograph of this
year's greatest and fastest automobile
race a picture of the Grand Prix
race taken from above the racers
taken in fact, from the clouds.
The camera is rapidly becoming the
eye of the world and the New Mexi
can shows today how the camera and
the airship can unite to educate and
interest us.
The photograph shows graphically
what an automobile speeding at 72
CAN PROVE TO YOU
miles an hour looks like from an air

A

GOOD

I1ESTMT!

that the

WE

Special Suits that we are offering
for TEN DAYS MORE are real investments that will pay you more than

50.

IT STANDS TO REASON

that when

you can get for

$25 what ordinarily costs
$40, that on the face of it it
must be an investment that
would appeal to you.

ON TOP OF THAT
YOU

ARE

OETTINO CLOTHES

the best material, fully
guaranteed, the latest styles, and
made up by first-clatailors.
made from

ss

against the ready-mad- e
clothes, why there's no comparison
Placed

in wearing qualities, style and fit.
(Jive me a chance to show you a list
of the orders I have taken in five
days. You are entitled to the best
there is in clothes, and there is only
one place in' Santa Fe to get them.

The Capital Tailor
East Side of Plaza,

Santa Fe,

New Mexico.

ship whipping the ether at CO miles
an hour. It was taken by the noted
press photographer, Hugo Wagner, in
an airship driven by the spectacular
aviator, Farnum Fish, (on
his sixteenth birhady, by the way).
The swiftly speeding auto race seen
or. the road is Ralph DePalma, who
won the Vanderbilt cup race three
days before and who met disaster five
minutes after this photograph was
taken in trying to pass the winner of
the race, Caleb Bragg. DePalma is
now in the hospital. Note the car
number, 35. The photograph was tak

en at a height of about 300 feet, at an
acute angle. The large white streaks
forming an angle at the right side of
the photograph are the bars of the biplane's skids. Note the men and women walking at the side of the race
course, and their shadows, even bigger than themselves. This is the first
time that one of the world's great automobile races has ever been photographed from the' air, although unsuccessful attempts have been made. The
tremendous speed of both racing au
tomobiles and speeding aeroplanes has
always foiled the daring aerial photo
grapher until now.

Horse Racing, Airship Flights, Base Ball, Carnival Shows,

EVERY DAY

D. K. B,

SELLERS,

FRANK A. STORTZ

President.

TIGERS TRAINED BY WOMSN
SEEN HERE OCTOBER

NOTICE

15

FOR

is lowered on them, without warning.
The Al G. Barnes Three Ring Big
Wild Animal Show, best known as
the show that's different, will exhibit
in Santa Fe on October 15. More ani- nfttlB will be seen with the exhibition

Secretary.

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. 8, Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

Sept. 11, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Andres
Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who,
on Sept. 9, 1907, made homestead application 04786, No. 11988, for S
Section 4,
N
SB
NE
Township 15 N., Range 11 E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above dethan ever gathered before at any scribed, before the Register or Retime. Two performances will
be; ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Nov.
given, at 2 and 8 p. m. The doors 16, 1912.
will be open one hour previous to
Claimant names as witnesses:
the performance that the public may
Juan Gonzales y Roybal, Andres
view the magnificent menagery.
Garcia, Albino Gonzales, Salvador
Bengal tigers, with the A. C. Barnes
Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
Big Three Ring Wild Animal Circus.
CAN'T BEAT IT.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
She is the only woman who has ever
Mrs. Lou Bailey writes that the
Register.
these
beasts
trained
successfully
milo maze and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and sample Indian corn
which are the most blood-thirstto
or the Interior, U. S.
Department
ferocious of all denizens of the forests kafflr corn taken by her are Plainview,
prize winTexas, a short time ago
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
and jungles.
ners. One real estate man stating that
September 13. 1912.
One of the most essential features no
such corn could be grown in that
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
in the training of wild animals is
country. Mr. Homesteader, lift up
patience. This is one characterisitc your head for Plainview is another Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
made Homestead
22, 1905,
in which the gentle sex excels. Allied
belt. Bard August No.
NW
for SE
with patience must be good judgment, shallow water irrigation
Entry
Sec. 13 and NE
SW
E
and one who has patience generally City News.
NW
Section 24, Township 11 N.,
has good judgment. Trainers whose
You cannot get up to date printing Range 13 E., N. M. P. M., has filed
hasty temper, or a sudden loss of par
tience, the trainer says or does some unless you have up to date materia! notice of intention to make
foolish thing, which spells his defeat and facilities.
The New Mexican proof, to establish claim to the land
as a conqueror of animals.
Printing company has both, and al Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa
There is a thrill and fascination in the same time expert mechanics. Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day of
the training of wild animals which Your orders are always assured per- November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Cruz
one is never able to throw off when sonal attention.
Grlego, of Leyba, N. M., Macario
once it is experienced. All wild anidescribed, before .Register or
If you use embossed stationer;, you
mal trainers,
deep down in their
hearts, know that they will eventually can do no better than place your or- ba, of Leyba, N. M., Miguel Pettine,
meet their death from the beasts der with the New Mexican Printing ol Wlllard, N. M., John Pettine, of
which they seek to conquer. How- Company, prices will be quoted upon Wlllard, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ever, they apparently labor on and request. Our styles and forms are
Register.
on, until suddenly the curtain of life strictly up to date.

Woman is at last coming into her
own. Women cab drivers in Paris;
policewomen in Los Angeles and California, and a woman mayor out in
a little town In Kansas. The eternal
feminine is more eternal than ever,
and now comes women animal trainers, who are fast crowding the masculine sex for honors which they once
held exclusively.
One of the most famous animal
trainers in the world, Is Mme. Ricardo
who have a group of educated Royal

1912.

Opening Day
Monday,
"State Day"
Tuesday,
Wednesday, "Good Roads Day"
Albuquerque Day
Thursday,
Firemen's Day
Friday,
Columbus Day
Saturday,

iwitmn

A

12,

G.

2

1--

2

Colonist Kates
VIA

RIO GRANDE
the
(Scenic Line of

World)

y

1-- 4

8479-0693-

2

4

4

4

1--

five-yea-

Ley-abov- e

VERY LOW

ONE-WA- Y
FARES FROM DEN&
RIO GRANDE STATIONS TO
VER

British Columbia, California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon and Washington Points
On

Sale September 25th to October 10th

LIBERAL STOP OVERS
Call on or write your local agent or W. D. Shea, T. P. A
Santa Fe, for information as to rates, routes, etc.
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LEADERS

PICTURED
IN NEW

DO YOU KNOW THE
MEN OF NEW MEXICO?
or foe in the grand stands or bleachers. I hardly know what the other
players are doing unless there are
runners on the bases.
I think the reason why Ave won the
American league pennant Is because
every man played ball in just this
fashion; each played his position to
the best of his ability and lost thought
of self in the effort to perfect the team
work Stahl demanded.
I could never have made my long
run of winning" games had I not beeti
supported perfectly by the rest of the

Every pitcher lias his particular
delivery which he bnnks upon to win.
He probably finds it early In his baseball career. I learned that I could de
pend more upon the speed with which
1 could
get the ball over the plate,
than upon anything else, and so I have
been nursing
and perfecting
my
"smoke."
A great many people seem to think
I
I iise the spit ball, but I do not
have depended entirely upon speed.
carves and change of pace. Last yeaH
I had 2; games to my credit out of.
a possibly 40. This year I have been
more successful and I have relied
chiefly upon my fast ball.
After all, the winning does not depend so much on the kind of delivery
as the ability to "deliver" the game to
your team.
I do not know whether I am naturally plegmatic, but I do know that I
never get rattled. My winning streak
did rot make me nervous.
Even, when in Boston I went against
Walter Johnson and had the unlucky
number of straight "13" games to my
credit; when we had been measured
mid touted in all the papers like prize
Ii':ghter3 in a world's championship, 1
did not have the slightest feeling of
aiervousness. I went out determined
Id do my best and win if I could.
I have but one thought when in the
box, and that is to help win the game
1 am
pitching. 1 forget about the
records and averages. The game 1
am playing is the only one in the

The first of two volumes of "Representative New Mexicans,"
taining the photographs and biographies of over 400 men of New
Mexico, is now ready for delivery.
This book is the first "National
Newspaper Reference Book" ever issued from New Mexico, and will
be on file with newspapers and public libraries all over the United
States.
"Representative New Mexicans", Vol. I, contains 340 10x7 numbered pages, is filled with fine halftcne cuts, bound in
and cloth. It is printed on fine enameled book paper and would.be
a .credit. to any library.Facts in the lives' of the most prominent men of New Mexico are
sketched in this book and to have one of them is equivalent to become acquainted with the leaders of your state.
Volume II is now being compiled and over' 200 men of New'
Mexico have already signed contracts .' for its purchase.There are
'
many nun who take an active part in New Mexico's business and
political affairs, whom wre have not been able to see personally and
we want to present our proposition to them. In order to do so we
have decided to put the first volume before them at $5.00 each, so
that they will have a chance to see for themselves what the volume is
con-

j

o

Red Sox.
This team play will be the greatest
factor In winning the world's series,
and if determination and team work
count for anything the world's championship is already ours.

'

like.
home runs.

-

;

hardly pays the cost of the volume, but we believe it
tie means of getting us many subscribers for the second
volume. I i' you desire this work, you must order immediately, as the
edition is limited.
This
will be

Becker went to center

field.

Mayor Fitzgerald threw out the ball
to Collins.
drove on the
Mayor Fitzgerald
field with an automobile which he

?5.00

USE THE FOLLOWING

BLANK

IN

ORDERING.

Edition Issued
iographies

Denver

In

of

MEXICO

BOOK

Gives

B-

State's Prominent
Men.

Pictures ot more man 400 representative New Mexico men, together
with a .biographical sketch of each
man, interwoven with historical facts
of note, are in the first of a two-vo- l
ume editon entitled "Representative
New Mexicans," which has Just been
issued by C. S. Peterson, of Denver.
Data for the second volume of the
edition is now being gathered.
The fact that. New Mexico is now a
state, coupled with the fight waged for
nearly fifty yeara to gain admission
into the Union, makes this the first
authentic biography of her leading
i
citizens, of untold value.
Contrary to the natural first con- nl.tuirtti thai a hnnlr nf tliiR kind wnirlrl
be filled with pictures and autobiographies of politicians, lawyers, and
"would-bes,- "
the first volume of "Representative New Mexicans" contains
farmers, ranchers,
300 sketches of
merchants and miners and but 100,
of its total, of officers
or
and statesmen. And only those officials whose achievements have won
renown, are mentioned in the book. It
is a reliable guide for those wanting
to know "who is who" in the new
state. It is also of untold value as
a newspaper reference boor, for which
purpose it was really compiled.
Peterson is sending free a copy of
this book to each newspaper and each
public library in New Mexico, so that
its future as a reference library is
assured. The book is printed on good
duov..
enameiea door paper mm
tially bound in buckrum, with leather
corners. Denver Rocky Mountain
News.
one-fourt- h

presented to Manager Stahl. Stihl
C. S.Euterson, Publisher,
and Wagner were given a great clicei
' 1539
Glenarm, Denver, Colo.
by the crowd.
Enclosed find $5.00, for which send me Vol. I of "RepreFIRST INNING.
sentative New Mexicans," together with your proposition of
First half: The first ball ins n
how I may secure a place in Volume II. It Is understood that
secou.i
the
strike.
Snodgrass drove
should I not desire to include Vol. II that there is no further
v
ball pitched Into the bleachers f
obligation on my part.
two bases. ' Doyle struck out. Collins used three wide sweeping cu'vus,
NAME ...
to turn the New York batter ha- k.
ADDRESS
PPIO- - Becker went out, Yerkes to Stah'.
JOE WOOD. CRACK TWIRLER OF THE BOSTON'S: FROM A
Becker's
handled
Yerkes
grounder
NEW,
THE
care of themselves and past ones are TOGRAPH MADE BY DURBUROUG K ESPECIALLY FOR
cleverly.
Snodgrass on third. Time
over and gone. I cannot tell a friend MEXICAN.
was called until the umpires could
clear the field of photographers.
Second Half: Speaker leads; off, scorer gave Fletcher an error on the grass on the arm and the batter took
The first ball thrown to Murray
The national commission's figures
out to Merkle unassisted. Mer-- play. Stahl got an infield hit which his base. Doyle struck out. It was,
was
crowd
the
was
and
a
strike
yelled.
1 1
for attendance and receipts at today's Collins threw out
down
knocked
Gardner growing dark and hard to follow the
kle
Speaker's drive Doyle could not handle.
Murray at first.
11
BIH 1-Wll
Attendance, 30.14S;
which was labelled for a two base hit. took third on the play. Stahl stole ball.
game, follows:
Snodgrass was out, stealing,
No runs, one hit, no errors.
hitrh one to Murray second, Meyers trying to catch Gard- Carrigan to Wagner. Becker walked.
LUCKV SWAT BY SPEAKER SAUED RED
Second half: Hooper scratched an nnrt
.pnt hnrk to the benchi Gara. ner at third but
failing. Wagner Becker was out, stealing, Carrigan to
infield hit, Mathewson being aDie oniy !ner went om Doye to Merkle.
National commissions' share,
struck out. One run, two hits, one Wagner.
ne
to knock down the ball wnicn
S36.90.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
error.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
R H PO A E
. Fenway Park, Boston
Boston :
Mass., Oct. 9.
FC'JRTH INNING.
Boston turned out more than 30,000 could not recover in time. This startEIGHTH INNING.
Second half: Shafer took Wag0
3 0
3
1
a
three
The Boston Americans and New Hooper, rf. .
fans
Boston
ed
the
cheering. Hooper
First Half: Murray got
First Half: Snodgrass, first man ner's grounder and threw him out at
strong today to see the American
4
3
in1
on
1
out
York Nationals battled for eleven
0;
Yerkes, 2b. .
base hit to right. Merkle was
to center, first. Carrigan went out by the
up, singled. Doyle singled
.
,1
2 2 2 0 0:
Tnrrnv RCnrpfl On
u nrHnor
nings to a tie score, six to six, today. Speaker, cf.
a IV.,
j
was
iu.
secona;
iMioagrass
route. Bedient was out,
Doyle
iamug
jv...
2
2
0 1
3
The contest was called on account of Lewis, If. .
a sacrifice i1y of Herzog to Speaker, forced at secon(J when Yerkes took
to Merkle.
YES THIS (S MATTY.
Mathewson
0 1 2 0 0:
r
darkness. The second game will be Gardner, oh.
to
ieicner
lert.
Meyers singled
Becker a giuunuer unu turew lo wag-no
No
runs,
hits, no error.
()!
on the Boston field tomor- Stahl, lb. .
2
0
10
0
out to Hoc.ier.
ner, Snodgrass going to third on the
SCORE.
row. The contest was exciting from Wagner, ss.
0 0 5 5 0
One run, two hits, no errors
play. Snodgrass scored on Murray's New York
5
6 11
0
0 C 4 0
Half: Stahl struck out. double into the bleachers.
Second
iric iiroL
liic ictsi mmny.
vvuri a Carrigan C,
Becker Boston
6 10 1
lead of three runs, handicap against Collins, p.
to
a
out
on
Murray.
was
0 0 0 1 0
fly
Wagner
took third. Collins sent from box and
Eleventh inning game called acFletcher took Carrigan's grounder ana was relieved by Hall. Collins went
them, the Giants bitterly contested the n.u D
..1 0 0 0 0 0
count
Red Sox all the way until they finally
darkness.
cut
at
first.
0 0 0 0
him
threw
0
to
..1
in
the
bench
tears.
p.
Bedient,
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 9 Close to 30,000'
caugnt mem ana passea mem in me
NINTH INNING.
FIFTH INNING.
eighth inning.
.44 5 12 33 14 1
Total
First half: Fletcher out, Wagner baseball fans jammed Comiskey park
Boston rallied strongly and sent a
First hair: Mathewson was a strike to Stahl. Stahl took Wagner's throw tcday to witness the opening game of
Game callen in the eleventh account
fifth run across the plate which tied o
out victim and Carrigan dropped the with one hand. Mathewson popped the series between the Chicago Amerdarkness.
the score. Collins had pitched a good
third strike, threw the New York out to Stahl. Snodgrass walked. It icans and Nationals to decide the
for
game for the Red Sox until the eighth
pitcher out at first. Snodgrass also was the first base on balls given in championship of Chicago. Walsh Nasummary:
when the Giants batted him from the
and Lander for the
Americans
the
and
wiles
to
Collins'
a
victim
fell
the game. Snodgrass stole second,
Stolen bases, Hooper and Herzog.
mound.
tionals probably will do the pitching.
fanned. Doyle flied out to Lewis.
Sacrifice hits, Gardner. Sacrifice
Carrigan's throw being low. Doyle A warm sun dried the field, soaked by
The Glanta garnered a run in the
No runs, no hits, no errors.
was
to
first.
Becker
purposely passed
tenth and the home club fans were fly, Herzog.
hour downpour, which
Collins struck out. also took his base on balls. Hall was a twenty-fou- r
Second half:
Two base hits, Snodgrass, Hooper,
In despair when Speaker, by a mighty
of the openthe
caused
postponement
who
had
cheered
crowd
The
Hooper
unsteady. Becker was forced to sec- ing, scheduled "lor yesterday.
drive, for three bases to the center Murray, Herzog. (Leads).
to
made two hits. Hooper singled
Three base hits, Herzog, Murray,
ond wlien Wagner took Murray's
field followed by an error by Wilson's
Fourth Inning: Cubs, 0; Sox, 0.
center, it was his third hit. Snod- grounder and threw to Yerkes.
throw in, scored the tying run. The Yerkes, Merkle, Speaker.
Sox ... .
White
30
with
in
3
2
runs
Murray
and
- Hits: Off Collins
grass exchanged places
No runs, no hits, no errors.
eleventh inning was unproductive and
.
...
Cubs
Bedi-en3
Off
who went to left, Snodgrass going
darkness ended the game with each times at bat in 71-- innings.
Second, half: The Red Sox went to
Tie end ninth.
one
time
in
Meyand'no
second.
runs
stole
to
no
hits
Hooper
right.
club six runs apiece. The official box
bat in the ninth inning witn tne score
at bat in one inning.
ers' throw was too low for Fletcher. a tie and the crowd kept up a contin
score is:
CITY SERIES.
sacrifice
base
Sacrifice hits: Gardner
fiy.j
Hooper scored on Yerkes' three
uous cheering.
R. H. E.
At
Philadelphia
hit to right center. The stands were
New York:
AB R H PO A
Herzog, McCormick.
Carrigan was out, Mathewson to
4
6 0
.
Americans
out
bases:
to
Stolen
Herzog,:
lined
Philadelphia
(2);
Hooper,
an
in
uproar. Speaker
0
Merkle. Hall fouled out to Herzog.
Snodgrass, If. & rf. .4
3 3
0
Nationals
catchto
Philadelphia
Stahl, Snodgrass.
Herzog,
Fletcher, who threw
2
.5
Dcyle, 2b
Hooper flied out to Doyle.
Chalmers and
to Herzog.
Fletcher
and
Houck
Double
Lapp;
to
return
play:
could
he
before
Yerkes
0
ing
.4
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Becker, cf
Left on bases: New York, 9; Bos-Killifer.
the bag. It was a quick double play.
3
The score between the Red Sox and
Murray, rf. and If.. .5
6.
ton,
One run, two hits, no errors.
0
.0
Giants
at
the
end
of
ninth
Wilson, c
the
inning
First base on balls: Off Hall, 4; or)
HAYES IS DEFEATED.
SIXTH INNING.
19
. 5
was a tie, five to five.
Merkle, lb
1.
t
Bedient,
Australia, Oct. 9. Grover
Sidney,
out
Yerkes
was
Becker
half:
First
2
.4
TENTH INNING.
llerzog, 3b
i
base on errors: New York. 1:
First
boxer of Cothe
Hayes,
4
to Stahl. Murray singled to right.
5
First half: Merkle got a three base lumbus, Ohio,lightweight
'Meyers, c,
PJ Boston 3.
on points
defeated
was
Merkle flied out to Speaker. Murray hit past Speaker. Wagner threw out
1
...4
Fletcher, ss .
Hit by pitcher: By Bedient, (Snod-a local lightJack
Read,
tcday
by
to
was
out
0
0
Wagner.
stealing, Carrigan
...0
Shafer, ss. . .
... .
Herzog at first. Meyers was purposely
contest
,i
grass).
in a twenty-roun0
0
The runner was touched out five feet passed to first. McCormick batted for weight,
McCormick .
...0
Struck out: By Collins, 3; by Mat- 1
0
off the bag.
Fletcher and Shafer ran for Meyers.
...5
MathewBon, p.
"jhewson, 4; by Bedient 1.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 9 The St.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Merkle scored on McCormick'8 sacri- Louis Nationals and St. Louis AmeriTime 2:3S.
40 6 11 33 23 4
Fletcher fumbled fice fly to Lewis. Shafer took second
Second
half:
Total
Umpires: At plate, O'Loughlin; on
cans met this afternoon at Robinson's
Batted for Fletcher in the ninth bases. Rigler: left field, Klem; right
Lewis' grounder and the runner beat on the throw to catch Merkle at the
the home of the Cardinals, in the
sacriGardner
to
to
first.
flied
out
and tenth.
Yerkes. field, of a series of seven games for
the throw
field, Evans.
plate. Mathewson
first
l
One run, one hit, no errors..
ficed, Mathewson to Merkle, Lewis
the city championship.
Second half: Wilson went to catch
taking second. Stahl put up a high
Stahl and Shafer went to shortstop. Wilson
foul which Merkle dropped.
SPEAKER. WHO WON THE FIRST WORLD
went out on a tap to Mathewson who took Yerkes' grounder and threw him
SERIES GAME WITH A SMASHING
threw the runner out at first. Lewis out at first. Speaker hit for three
4 Horse Power
wide.
league champions battle the New stole second. Meyers threw drive on third. Wagner out on a grounder bases, scored on the throwing. The
THREE-BAGGE- R.
line
Yerkes'
threw
PRICE, $165.00
to Mathewson, who touched the run shortstop took the ball and
York Giants, pennant winners of the Fletcher dropped
was safe. It was a ner on the line.
to Wilson, who dropped the ball
the
batter
and
wildly
With
v
Imported Magneto.
Naiflonal league in the second game
and Speaker slid over the base, tieing A Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
miserable error by Fletcher. Speaker
no hits, one error.
No
runs,
at the factory.
left
series.
of the world
the score. Lewis got a two base hit.
beat out a bunt and the bases were
SEVENTH INNING.
The Boston team inarched on Fen- filled with none out. The crowd
center
First half: Herzog singled to right. Speaker's drive was to deep
way Park field to a triumphant wel- broke into a continued cheer.
official scorers gave him a
Meyers popped out to Yerkes. Her- and the
come from a home crowd. Governor
three base hit and an error to Shafer.
on zog stole second, Carrigan's
ball
throw
first
the
Mathewson
put
Eugene Foes of Massachusetts, and Lewis over as a strike, the second
took Gardner's
grounder and
being low. Fletcher popped out to Doyle him out at
Mayor Fitzgerald of Boston, led in
Lewis taking
threw
first,
strike.
out.
a
was
struck
Hooper Stahl. Mathewson
the cheering. The New York fans ball pitched
of third. Herzog threw out Stahl.
on Lewis'
care
took
the
Second
at
was
forced
half:
plate
Herzog
offreely took the short end of the
One run, two hits, one error.
to Carrigan's grounder and threw him
who threw
fered wagers of 10 to 6 that the Bos- grounder to Herzog
ELEVENTH INNING.
infield
out.
on
an
scored
Collins
Hoopstruck
out at first.
LIGHT SILKKT AND HELIABLK.
tons would take the series. The Meyers. Yerkes
half: Bedient went into the
First
Math
was
The play
er went out Doyle to Merkle.
crowd gave its first cheer when out to Gardner.
BROS.. Ajrts., Santa Fe
PASH
Snod
hit
Bedient
box
Boston.
for
to Merkle, the ball
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Catcher Cady and several of the Red ewson to Doyle
therehand
INNING.
Mathewson's
off
EIGHTH
Sox substitutes began a batting prac- bounding
an assist. Lewis
First half: With Becker on third
tice. Manager Stahl complained of by giving the pitcher on Stahl's drive
scored
and
and Murray on second and JVIerkle at
Speaker
he
said
but
ill,
probably
feeling
the bat with only one out, the New
would take his position at first base. to left.
on a high fly to York fans kept up a vociferous cheerout
went
Wagner
The sky "became overcast an hour
ing. Hall curved the first one over
or so before the game and it was a Doyle.
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, liquors
three hits, one error.
Three
on
Merkle for a strike. Merkle sent
runs,
for
speedy pitching.
good day
'
INNING.
Carri- SECOND
foul
to
a
Carrigan.
on
high
up
to'
warm
The Giants began
up
AND CIGARS
First Half: The stands were mad ean droDoed Herzog's foul after a
the side lines while Mathewson and
with excitement as the Bostons took hard run. It was not an error. Beckfieli
the
left
down
went
far
Meyers
the field. Merkle fanned, only three er and Murray scored on Herzog's
Herzog knocked a double into the bleachers. Wagner
One o'clock found only a few empty J"Ub ptc
to right center, ana took
haeeer
Meyers grounder and threw him
spots in the unreserved stands and scored on Meyer's hit which struck
out
first.
t
at
,
stand
main
bleachers but the
grand
Gardner in the face. Gardner rubbed
Three runs, three hits, one error.
filled slowly.
seemed
badly
his head and
pretty
Second half: Yerkes flew out to
The batting order follows:
-shaken up but he continued to play.
Speaker was out MathewMurray.
Boston Hooper, r. f.; Yerkes, 2b; Fletcher sent up a fly to Hooper and
in
double
a
Merkle.
Lewis
to
son
got
Speaker, c. f.; Lewis, If.; Gardner, was out. Mathewson was given an to the left field bleachers.
DISTRIBUTOR OF
Murray
ovation as he went to the bat. Mey3b.; Stahl, lb; Wagner, ss.;
stand
the
trying
MaInto
fell
temporary
took
ers was out when Yeskes
c; Collins, p.
was unhurt
New York Snodgrass, cf.; Doyle, thewson's grounder and threw to to make the catch. He
him for his
cheered
crowd
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
and
the
L
Merr.
Wagner.
f.;
f.; Murray,
2b.; Becker,
enthusiastic
An
spectaerrors.
no
two
One
run,
gameness.
hits,
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
kle, lb.; Herzog, 3b.; Meyers c;
i VI tit fiV n
Second Half: Carrigan went out tor took Murray's hat for a souvenir.
f nlhpn'RnT). n
.a
water.
Ag ent for Aztec Sprin; Mineral Water.
to Merkle. Doyle made a bril- Lewis scored when Gardner drove a
Umpires Klem, Evans and Rigler, Herzog
Santa Fe, New Mex.
35
J
TELEPHONE
liant play when he took Collins' hit through Fletcher. The official 1
O'Loughlin.
out at first.
him
and
threw
grounder
Mathewson and Meyers are the
Hooper doubled to right. Yerkes was
batteries for New York and Collins out
Fletcher to Merkle.
and Carrigan for Boston.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Umpire O'Loughlin took his posiTHIRD INNING.
tion behind the plate, Rigler gave
First Half: Snodgrass flied out to
on
the bases;
decisions
Snodgrass Hooper. Collins used a fast breaking
went to left field and Evans to right ;Curve over the corner of the plate, his
field. It was announced tnat a mtjdroD ball being defective. Doyle was
Becker
into the left field stand would count out on a fowl to Gardner,
j as a two base hit, while hits into oth-- j went out Wagner
to" Stahl.
er temporary stands would go as No runs, no hits, no errors.
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DON'T TAKE OUR WORD!

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rose of New
York are visiting friends here.
County Clerk M. A. Ortiz has gone
to Albuquerque to attend the county

BUT COME AND SEE

YOURSELF

FOi

THE LINE OF SUPERIOR MADE

Waists and One Piece
--

DRESSES

WW'

For Evening Wear are absolutely
the last word in all that is beautiful
and perfect in this line.
NEW STYLESNEW

THE

FABRICS

NEW LINE of Misses' and
Girls' Blue Serge Suits and

Dresses are a Picture of the DressPrices way down.
maker's Art-

THE SECOND

Blazers

SHIPMENT OF

Knit Norfolk Jackets

&

at Seligman's

You Never Go Wrong

SELIGMAN

S. CDMPAN T

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

Business;,

n

TWO WEDDINGS
OF UNUSUAL

INTEREST

TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W.

clerks' convention.
Miss Rebecca Clark of Santa Cruz,
and the children of Mr. and Mrs. F.
B. Morris are spending
the winter
here.
The Rev. J. M. Shinier, accompanied by his bride, has returned to
Santa Fe and every one is offering
felicitations.
Mrs. Leo Hersch leaves today for
attend the fair. While
Albuquerque-tin the Duke City she will be the guest
of Mrs. Isaac Barth.
Miss Ruth Laughlin left yesterday
for Albuquerque where she will write
articles on the fair for the New Mexican. She will remain throughout the

week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ricardo F. Romero, of
Las Vegas, are in the city on their
way to the Albuquerque fair. From
the Duke City they will go to Cali-

fornia to make a tour.
Professor Sylvanus Gnswold Mor-lehas returned from Albuquerque
where he did important work boosting Santa Fe and explaining to visitors some of the features of the Santa
Fe county exhibit.
B. M. Thomas of the
forestry service left the other day for Ann Arbor,
Michigan, to study law. He Btudied
for a week when he was summoned
home as a witness in a forestry case
before the U. S. district court.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes returned today from Roswell where he
was present at the opening of the!
Chaves county fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Newcomb of
Denver,
arrived in the city today on their way
to the coast. Their superb car, on
which was tacked the stars and
stripes, was much admired.

PAGE FIVE

Two beautiful wedding ceremonies
took place in Santa Fe this morning.
They were the marriage of Miss
Bergere to Aldo Leopold, and of
Miss Domitila Read to Corydou Lowe.
The first wedding took place in the
sacristy adjoining the Cathedral, the
Rt. Rev. Antonio Fourchegu, vicar
general, officiating. Miss Anita Bergere was bridesmaid and Carl Leopold, brother of the bridegroom, was
best man.
Only the members of the immediate
families were in attendance. Follow
ing the ceremony a wedding breakfast was served at the home of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
M Bergere, on Grant avenue.
Mr. and
Mrs. Leopold left for the north over
the D. & R. G. this morning, showered
with 25 pounds of rice. The bride is
one of Santa Fe's most beautiful and
charming girls; the bridegroom is a
Yale graduate and is now forest super
visor at Tres Piedras.
lis home is in
Burlington, Iowa.
Further details of the Wedding Will
be given by Miss Nan OXiel in the
Society columns Saturday.

'

LADIES!
You Will Find

a

I

AT GUADALUPE

y

CHURCH.

YOU'V

the

Correct Styles

our patrons deserve the very best, both
in style and quality, that's why we handle

In

MILLINERY
,
AT

:-

The Palmer Garment"

.-

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

ready for inspection.

125 Palace Ave.

JULIUS H. GERDES

CROP REPORT. '
Washington, D C, Oct; '.9. The
government s October crop report
;
sued todiiy shows:
Corn, condition 82.2. V
Acre yield 27.9.
Production 3,010,000,000,000.
Spring wheat, acre yield 17.2.
Production 330,391,000.
Quality 88.7.
All wheat acre yield, 16.0; prod tic-- j
tion 720,433,000.
Oats, acre yield 37.4; production
'

1,417,172,000; quality 91.0.
'Ml
l
HhHpv. amp
' nrnrliir.tir,ii
mJiiu- sa
904 cm oooBuckwheat: Condition
89.2; acre;
yield 21.4; production 18,000,000.
Potatoes: Condition 85.1; acre yield1
108.8; production 401,000,000.
Tobacco: Condition 81.8; acre yield
816.0; production H74.OO0.O0O.
Flax: Condition 83.3; yield 9.8;

You Cannot Beat It!

I

r FOR

IE

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
t.

Two Acres in Orchard and

Small Fruit; Eight-rooHouse, Stable and Other
Buildings.
m

SIX ACRES ON ACEQU1A

Tract in Alfalfa and

All

MADREPart

of

Fruit Trees in Bearing.
Under Irrigation. y2 Mile from Plaza.
18

LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Phone, Red 189.
:
:
1 19 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New

i

-

The second wedding ceremony took
place at 11 o clock this morning at
the Church of Our Lady of Guadalupe,
where Miss Domitila Head was married to Corydon Lowe, of Taos. The
Rev. A. Basset, rector of the church,
officiated.
The bride is the beautiful production 29,000,000,
Rice: Condition 89.2; acre yield
and accomplished daughter of the late
33.4;
production 24,000,000.
G.
Larkin
Read and Theodorita MarApples: Condition 67.8.'
tinez, the latter a sister of Malaquias
Martinez, of Taos. She is the niece
of B. M. Read, the lawyer and his- LOBOR
LEADERS
torian, and is a sister 017.I. B. Read,
the cashier of the First National Bank
STAND UP FOR
of Santa Fe, The bridegroom is one
JURY TO SEE
of the Lewis,
of the stockholders
Lowe. Co., a big Taos mercantile
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 9. One by
After the wedding Mr. and Mrs, 'one, Frank M. Ryan, president of the
Lowe left for California to spend International Association of Bridge &
three or four weeks touring the Pa- Structural Iron Workers; John T. But-- j
cific coast. Upon their return thej ler, Buffalo,
and other
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
will reside at Taos.
defendants were required to stand up
today so the jury at the trial of the
PALACE.
dynamite
plotters might become acB. F. Siggerson, City.
SEPARATED FROM
quainted with their faces.
fc. M. Foru, Hartley.
THIRE BAGGAGE "These forty-fivmen," asserted
M. U. Newton, La
Mo.
William N. Harding, attorney for the
Victor b rieran, Chicago.
The Coney Island Musical Comedy defense, "were not dynmiters but were
Dave Layton, Chicago.
as the evidence will disclose, lovers of
company got separated from their nenee nml nniet. WitiiRPses
William Mann, Kansas City.
will lie
'
H. 11. Hess, Denver.
baggage between Albuquerque and
to
from
cities
show
the
many
brought
Santa Fe yesterday, so failed to apD. W. Houston, Denver.
the defendants
good reputation
the
at
Elks
last
will
but
pear
night,
F. W. Lowery, Denver.
appear tonight and tomorrow night.
II. T. Herring, Las Vegas.
Cases have been known when com.PhilippB, Chicago.
K. C. Jeffries, St. Louis.
panies have appeared even when they
missed their baggage, hut the Coney UPSET
STOMACH
George L. budroe, Niagara Falls.
Islanders couldn't do it, as the stage
D. H. Johnston, Douglas.
costumes, elaborate, beautiful and
R. S. Hickey, New Haven, Conn.
Paris made, are a real part of the
D. F. McGowan, Albuquerque.
show. The members of the company
Thomas O'Brien, Wisconsin,
INDIGESTION
might have gone on last night in
Walter Scott, Wichita.
street dress and sung their catchy
N. li. Nelson, Colorado Springs.
songs, danced with professional clevMONTEZUMA.
erness, and gone through with their
E. J. Eames and son, City.
Gives Inperformance, but not to their own nor Pape's Diapepsin
'J. W. Mitchell, Nebraska.
satisfaction.
auditors'
their
stant Relief and The
Miss Stewart, City.
A musical comedy company must
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Rose, New York.
Relief Lasts
have the gay costumes that everyone
J. M. Ramkin, El Paso.
to
see
and
likes
the
gowns
elegant
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Redwood, Fall
the brilliant colors that add so much
Every year regularly more than a
City, Neb.
to the gayety of the performance.
million stomach sufferers in tne UnitMiss Redwood.
We can always afford to wait for a ed States, England and Canada take
E. Abraham, Denver.
Alice M. McAndrews, San Fran- good thing anyway, and Manager Pape's Diapepsin, and realize not only
Stanton states that the rehearsal yes-- immediate, but lasting relief,
cisco.
This harmless preparation will
terday proves this entertainment to
Mrs. T. W. Hanna, Lamy.
in that class.
gest anything you eat and overcome a
Vivian Redding, Lamy.
So the musical comedy will be at:sour) gassy or
stomach
CORONADO.
the Elks theatre tonight dressed in nVf( minutes afterwards.
Y. G. Padeco, City.
its best attire, with all the accessories
jf yoly. meals don't fit comfortably,
Tony Rossi, Philadelphia.
belonging to it, and win give an enter- - or wnat you eat ies ijfce a lump of
Juan y Ortega, Philadelphia.
tainment that Is sure tof please.
lead in your stomach, or if you have
N. James, Thoreau.
heartburn, that is a sign of indigesChester Tolby, Thoreau.

Mexico-

di-b- e

-

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoff ice.

Why Wait?

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

Dispensing Optician,
Accurate

PASSING

EUROPEAN.

J. H. Smith, Albuquerque.
William B. McCraken, New Orleans.
C. F. Smith.
Gladys Wester.
Florence Finn.
Gertie Richards.
Cary Noff.
Ben iF. Baker, all of Los Angeles.
J. M. Hartley, City.
H. T. Herring, Las Vegas.

H,

S. KAUNE

8

SC.

Where Prices are Lowes
for Safe Quality.

TAUPERT,
E. LAS VEGAS,

'i

fc.-h- .

1

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

NEW MEXICO.

The Home Grown Fruit Season
is on and we are offering to the
particular housewife the best to

Returns

I

PEARS
and PLUMS

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

and Saddlers a Specialty.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON GASPER ST.

Telephone 9 W

A live paper makes a live town.
We ere making a live paper. Read it.

FOR SALE
320-ACR-

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
old

for each Set of
False Teeth send us.
Highest prices pi id for old Gold, Silver,
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.
8KKO BY BETTRN MAII,
PIIILA. SMELTING & REFINING
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS
MONEY

Ml Chestnut

St

Philadelphia,

CO.

Pa.

TO DENTISTS
We wtUbuy vourGold Fillings, Gold Scrap
and Platinum. Highest prioes paid.

E

RANCH

all under fence, good 'improvements, lots of water. Fine hay
land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain.
Sell at a bargain. Address,

; :.

FRANK DAVIS,
Morlarty,

N. M.

We have just received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S

Best Coffee and Teas

Society Stationery The New Mexican Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The ne
size correspondence cards, etc. Or
ders taken for en craved and em
bossed work. Several lines to mako
ur selection from.

SERVICE

If you want the best in

GROCERIES.. FRIUr'S
AND VEGEETABLES

Let Him Know It If you are out of
a position, you must let the employer-- !
know it A want advertisement In the
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special tal
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.

GO TO

ti. S. KAUNE ft GO.
Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality

Elmer Dover, of Spokane,
secretary of the' republican commit
tee, has been directed to bring to
Washington any records he may have
left in Chicago bearing on campaign
contributions. Former Senator Scott,
was the first witness today.
"When we got low on funds In October 1904," he said, "I asked Mr.
Bliss if he could not go to 26 Broadway and get some money. He said:
"No, that he had already secured a
I
contribution from these people.
aslred him how much they had given
nr-- '
rata JlOfl.nOO."
r-.- n
' ITi-T- i,
Cleveland, testified that e gave $177,000 to Colonel
Roosevelt's
campaign
this year. To the National Roosevelt
committee he gave $50,000. To Walter F. Brown, for the Ohio campaign
$50,000, and for state organization in

'Bingham, Utah, Oct. 9. The Highland Boy mine, owned by the Utah
Consolidated Mining company, began
operations this morning. Thirty form
er employes started to work. Strikers
attempted to Interfere and a number
of them were knocked down by deputy sheriffs in the melee that ensued.
None, however, were seriously hurt.
This is considered the first step of the
Copper operators to resume general
operations.

the finest cantaloupes grown.

DELIVERY

was W. K.

j

'

MAYES

HIGHLAND BOY MINE
RESUMED WORK TODAY.

FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES

RAPID

the contributors

Get from your pharmacist a fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's Diapepsin ana
take a dose Just as soon as you can.
There will be no sour risings, no
belching of undigested food mixed
with acid, no stomach gas or
.v..
fiillnocs nr lianvv facAintr In flip
stomach, nausea, debilitating head- aches dizziness or intestinal griping.
This will all go, and, besides, there
will be nor sour food left over in the
stomach to posion your breath with
nauseous odors.
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure
for
stomachs, because it
takes hold of your food and digests it
stomach
just the same as if your
'
wasn't there.
Relief in five minutes from all
stomach misery is waiting for you at
any drug store.
cases contain
These large fiff'-cemore than sufficient to thoroughly
cure almost eny case of dyspepsia, Indigestion or any other stomach

Ohio $77,000.

We can also supply you with

B uggies

A(fll F SFI IHMAN
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New Mexican want
bring returns.

ads.

always
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We Are Going to Sell Out
All of Our Stoves
Andat ost Prices,
To make, room for a large shipment of FURNITURE.
Seeing the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
and many styles, is enough to! make you buy. Prepare now for the cold weather.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE CO.

R

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
ffi2Sffl

f"'"

TO

OF

RICINT

WARNING
to pass unheeded?

THE

THE

ALLOW

GOING

FIRES

SMALL

it not good busi- to protect yourself fully against possibility of serious
Is

prop-ertyjosse- sl

'

INSUR E W IT ii

H

WARD AND REST COME

AY

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE

i

LINE of

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
we carry two desirable patterns, the
DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
Reliable

JeweierH.

C. YONTZ,

San

Frncisco
Sti-el-

'

tion.

(Continued from page one).
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to be had in

!

HAT FOR i
T. R. IS LATEST.

t-

PEACHES,

Work-Qu- ick

For here you find a NEW STOCK every
morning that goes that day. The counter
space is not large enough to show everything every day. It will pay you to visit
the store every day during the sale.

7- -

vii-lr-

e

President.
J. B. LAMY,

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

the NEW MODELS just in, and are now

All

t,

Your Patronage Solicited

BEST COATS
you've seen our's. We believe

NOT SEEN THE

POULTRY AND

STOCK

FOOD

We have our own mill run by electricity, and
can furnish pure, cleancor n chop either coarse
medium or fine, as meal for the little chicks
We can grind any mixture that is desired o,
the different grains, such as corn, wheat, mil'
let, oats, kaffir corn, bran, etc.
15 lb. pkg., $ .65
301b. "
1.20
Green Cut Bone and Meat
( 100 lb.
sack, 3.75
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
should have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
their health and makes them lay.
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
PRATT'S

VETERINARY

COLIC CURE.

GUARANTEED.

A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute indigestion and bloat. This wonderful remedy has
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1,000. It is a
quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
50 cents
Price,
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
PRATT'S GUARANTEED EG6 PRODUCER Prevents chicken
cholei a. roup and
Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailmentsmakes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big lay
ers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions'with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

.......

-

INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

3

REAL ESTATE

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR H0RSES,CATTLE,SHEEP,H0GS,DAIRY COWS.&c.

Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rapidly ; dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

City Property, Farms,
Ranches, 0Vchar4s,
Land QrantsJlEtc

run-dow-

n

Surety Bonds
Of

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room 24
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

SANTA

FF,

- NEW

.

MEXICO

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.

I
I

Santa Fe

New

Mexican

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

r

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Saata Fe PostofHce
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

Bronson M. Cutting

Charles M. Stauffer

J. Wight

Glddlngs
William F. Brogan

w

,.v...-v...-

-

.......

5.0 Dally Per Ouarfer, by mall. .
12.50 Dally per quarter, by carrier.
Weekly, tlx

S1.00

Weekly, per year

month.

Rockies--Ope- n

"M

J

Dos Caiiones Viejes. Uncle Tom?

"All of Today's News Today"
PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J
THE REAL ROOSEUELT.

v.

ttio first nPTpprt to consult me on all questions of
legislation or party policy. He religiously fulfilled his pledge,
himself
although he frequently did just what he pleased. Roosevelt proved
the antithesis of Garfield, who repudiated every contract he ever made with
me. I have ever preferred that a man should tell me frankly, face to face,
that he will or will not do a thing, than to promise to do it and then refuse
to do It. Roosevelt told me, for instance, that he proposed to remove Lou
I
but he was removed. Senator Piatt in his Autobio-

i0,Qn
appointments,

i,oH

protested,
Payn.
graphy.
The quotation is from a man who was opposed to Roosevelt in the latter
most
years of his life. If alive today, he would be one of the Colonel's
bitter adversaries. He was a member of the inner guard among standpatters.
In the present campaign, Senator Piatt would be a most trusted and much
counselled leader.
The testimony left by the man who was for years the commander of
the republican forces in New York and one of the chiefs in the national
organization, shows to us the real Roosevelt.
He is a man who keeps his word when given, but one who has the
courage to act as he believes to be right.
The American people are demanding that kind of a leader at this time
when they have great interests at stake.
It is a crisis in the affairs of the people of this nation. They know it
and are prepared to meet it.
They believe in the courage and integrity of Theodore Roosevelt.
They are back of him in this fight.
0

WHO PROFITS AND WHO PAVS.

In the face of events which occurred yesterday, when miners were evicted
in the West Virginia coal camps and driven from homes which they had
occupied since the mines opened, who shall say there is not need of a change
in our conditions?
Who can say that conditions can be bettered under the present administration of political and economic affairs in this country of .ours?
The price of coal goes higher and higher. Men working in the mines
are driven from their homes because they demand a share in the increase.

Who benefits by the raise?
Not the consumer, surely. He is the one who pays.
Not the man who goes down into the earth where he spends his dayis in
light hours in grinding toil. He is never considered when greed
control.
He cannot regulate the prices and meet comNot the coal merchant.
petition from his neighbor.
Who profits, then?
The big men in the coal combine of America, whose selfish greed is the
all controlling Influence in all that they do.
No wonder these men are fighting with all the power and influence
No wonder
they can assemble against the election of Theodore Roosevelt.the
they are contending with every agent at their command for
of the complacent and willing Taft. No wonder that these conscienceless,
are satisfied.
grasping, insatiate corporations want no change. They
The burden of taxation which ought to be equalized is not reBting on
their shoulders. It weighs heavily on the shoulders of the common, average
citizen.
While the great coal corporations are increasing their wealth and evading
pay they
their share of the taxes, the people are continuing to pay and own
busiwill until they take hold of the country's business, which is their
ness, and demand a square deal.
,

n

THEY WORK STRANGELY.

Isn't it funny how immigration laws work?
Scotch girl came to New York with her
A few days ago a
She was refused admission. The law says girls must be
grandmother.
could not comply
accompanied by their parents. Not having any parents she
with the law, so must go back to Scotland. Our great republic was protected
from the possibility of harboring a pauper.
While this was going on in New York, the Immigration law was working
uuuwu
differently at another place. These otner woriungs were mi
of mill operaLawrence, Mass., where a few months ago there was a strike
tives. New faces began to appear at Lawrence. They were dark, negrolike faces. There were several hundred of them.
of a new
Investigation developed the fact that they are the beginning
stream of investigation, which was easily traced from Lawrence to New
Bedford and from New Bedford to the Cape Verde Islands. On these Islands
dedwell a race of people who speak a dialect of Portuguese and who are
the
with
crossed
pendents of the early Portuguese settlers, adventurers who
exploited the
natives who were reduced to slavery. by the
new world discoveries.
laborers, descendents of slaves, are cheaper than
These
the Portuguese and 20 other alien tribes previously brought to lwrence
mills. They are
from southern Europe to work in the high
such things
about
learned
not
have
yet
more
and
They
ignorant.
cheaper
as strikes, and they are not troubled about maintaining the high standard
of living of the American workman, which is such an inspiration to the politician on the stump defending the standpat protective tariff system, which
thev refuse to have lowered or revised.
But the immigration law? Isn't it funny how it works?
dark-skinne- d

dark-skinne- d

tariff-protecte- d

o

ITS DIFFERENT NOW.

Time has been when a political meeting of republicans was attended
and the democrats all stayed away, so that the crowd might
republicans,
by
not be regarded as a mark of coming Buccess. There was great enthusiasm,
ior ever body present agreed with the republican speakers.
Again
At the democratic meetings there was nobody but democrats.
there was much enthusiasm, for no republicans would deign to attend.
That time has gone. People who go to political meetings now go fors
information. Politically to use a current phrase everybody in this country-comefrom Missouri. Arguments are weighed and tested. Furnish them
with sane, tangible Drogramme and they will give you their attention.
Offer them a scientific plan of action and they will bear close scrutiny and!
you will get their support.
We know that our programme is based on common sense; we know that
it is
it is workable. It has been given every test. We know, further, that comiu accord with the ideas of the majority of the people, because it is
time
from
have
as
of
the
people
they
of
the
ideas
majority
posed of the
to time been formulated and as they have here and there been put into
successful operation.
o
.
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The Oldest Bank in the
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IT DOES PAY.

Fe already possesses.
Collier said yesterday:
Colonel
"When I was here in the winter, and
said that I was going sometime to be
interested financially in Santa Fe, I
little thought that it would be so soon.
But I'm glad it was. I am going to
dc Jill I can to help in making the old
town what it should be the biggest
attraction in the west."
This puts new heart into all our efforts. It means so much to Santa Fe.
It means just what we have so long
desired.
It means putting Santa Fe prominently on the map.

State.

Organized in 1870.

g

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

FOUR PER CENT

(4) Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.

...
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OF

MANUFACTURER

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantown

Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.

119 Don

Oaspar Avenue.

PALACE
THE
SANTA
FE, N. M.

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER

NEW

MANAGEMENT.

AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

AMERICAN

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up,

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Larf e Sample Rooms.

j

How About That Fire Insurance? i
:

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!
THE

--

Then Act

COMPANY

MOULTON-ESP- E

SANTA FE, N. M

GENERAL AGENTS,

rSWs.

HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN," THE
ol Pittsburg, Pa., writing tbe most liberal Life Insurance Contracts.
The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation
billty. Plate Glass and Automobile Insurance.

The Equitable Surety Company
GENERAL AGENTS

f st- - Lou,s'

co.

Vm$KuZ
nLms

ot Surety

'"SsJ23S&

KOOM 21, CAPITAL, CITY

HALL & HALL

BANK BLDG.

or-.-

THE CONSUMER KNOWS.
There was no tariff legislation. Why
not? The intelligent consumer knows
the answer: Taft!
There was no farmers' bill. Why
not? The farmer knows the answer:
Taft!
There was no fundamental legislation establishing the full legal rights
of organized labor. Why not? Organized labor knows the answer:
Taft!
Alone in the White House surrounded by his few faithful servitors
William Howard Taft follows the
dictates of an angry conscience and a
sense of rectitude more and more inAnd daily he is assured by
flamed.
his household guard of his Inevitable
victory at the polls. G. K. Turner and
A. W. Dunn in McClure'B Magazine.

NEW MEXICO

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as " Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley, 3,700 feet above sealevel,
sunshine every day. ODen air
work throughout thu entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard Ea stTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON. President.
E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary!"
W. A. F1NLAY.

J.

ARE ON TRIAL TODAY.

Tacoma, Wash., Oct. 9. Argument
in the trial of John H. Bullock, and C.
Ft. Houston, accused of conspiracy to
0
defraud the government on coal conProsecuDoes this sound as if the south wanted Wilson? Two thousand voters tracts, was opened today by
Is expected
It
Townsend.
B.
B.
under
themselves
enrolled
the
tor
have
progressive
in Fulton county, Georgia,
the case will go to the jury tonight.
.,
banner.
. ..j..
u

It begins to look as if the recall could be worked to advantage in Mexico,
Diaz. His method of ruling seems to have been
in the case of
the most successful one, after all.

the Year Round.

Often the expression is given voice
in one form or another that it does
de San not
El Chanate del Condado
pay to advertise, and yet, in the
Que no?
Miguel.
face of any feeling or expression we
must recognize that it does pay. ,
Will the gentleman from Dona Ana
The leading monthly magazines
yield for a question?
have more pages devoted wholly to
advertising than they give to stories
Them two old cannon have not and other
reading matter, and you
came yet.
and I read them too.
In these days a firm will give $5000
Think of El Chanate using a man for a
WHAT THEY SAY.
single advertisement and conJaffa.
Nathan
like
sider that it navs. and it does.
George D. Easton and C. A. RichardCol
with
identified
The thoughts on this subject were;SOn, both closely
brought to mind by noticing the catch Collier in his California investments
phrases in certain advertisements and now interested with him here,
ereat enthusiasm over their
which we all recognize on hearing
them, showing how they impress visit to Santa Fe and declared their
themselves on us unconsciously and intention to come again soon.
with them comes a thought of the
When Col. Collier first told his
in
friends and business associates
thing they represent.
"Hasn't scrateched yet." It is a the east that he had invested in Santa
phrase known from Maine to Califor- Fe, they appeared a little incredulous
nia. Everybody know what it means. regarding it and wondered if it could
"There's a Reason." We see it and be wise, though satisfied that the Colat once comes to mind the popular onel's judgment was to be relied
upon.
breakfast dish, Post Toasties.
"It Floats," and for a long time after
Then they came, sawv and were conits appearance, the first ltoating object quered. They, like so many people
we thought of was Ivory soap.
of the east, knew little of the old
' "Good Morning" with the picture of town. They knew, in. a sort of vague
the bright baby face, and you didn't way, that it was here, but what sort
need to read the rest, "have you used of a town it was, what it contained,
what its surroundings were, they did
Albukurk, N. M., Oct. 9. "Mister Pears' soap.
You know not know.
All."
That's
'Wilson's,
Frank Owen," writes the Old Codger,
So many people of the east rememto.
"I hev tuk my pen en hand tu writ tu the beverage referred
ber
that their geographies told them
house"See that hump?" ask any
yu ov thet three leg chicken en thet
this part of our country comthat
six leg calf. They hev not came yit. keeper what that hook and eye is.
the "great American desert."
"Will do the work," and there ap- prised
Thurfor I kin do nothin. I wish tu
so still. They think the
think
They
Dust.
Twins."
say tu yu thet yu hev not kept yure pears the "Gold
of the west are still the home
cities
"His Master's Voice," pshaw! can't of the Indian and the buffalo.- - The
word with me er yu wuld hev hed
them exhibits here as per yure agree- you see the pretty dog listening to a few people, aside from the original inment. I hev met every train en them Victor machine?
habitants have to sleep still, with a
"Won its favor through its flavor;" rifle
exhibits hev not came. Whurfore, I
by the bedside.
wish to ask yu ef yu air a tryin tu that's for cornflakes, isn't it?
So, to many Btrangers, the west is
are
I
actually
These expressions
and a great big surmake fun ov me fur ef yu air, pint
a revelation
Yet they're only
extent it was so
To
tu whut hes happened tu thet feller household words.
a
certain.,
prise.
Fritz Muller en thet feller Cap Forn-of- f advertisements, and we have the tc Messrs. Easton and Richardson, but
becus of thur remarks concernin things they advertise fixed thoroughly their delight in what they saw was
we go to buy any a cause of congratulation to the peo- my straw lid, en i want yu tu send in mind and when
we naturally
the
en
chickun
commodity
thet
particular
three
thur
thet
leg
pIR nf Snnta Fe. They praised
thur six leg calf on th next train. I buy the one we know so well through cijniate; they grew enthusiastic over
the medium of the advertisement.
Santa Fe; they took back one picture
hev heard it said thet yu hev been
'after anther; they said they wanted
It pays to advertise.
by thet feller Collier tu give
to be out here again soon; they were
him thet three leg chickun en thet six
'TWILL BE BEAUTIFUL.
full of ideas as to what could be done
leg calf fur th exposhun et San Diegoo
In conversation with Colonel Col hero and wanted a hand in the doing.
er. ef yu hev, I am agoin tu hev one
I
It looks as if a new era was dawn
of these yere lawyers bring a suit on lier and Dr. Hewett yesterday, learn
for our city and as if we were on
of
the
more
little
plans
ed
a
definitely
ing
with
yu fur a breakin yere promise
Old
Palace
the
the
of
way toward a brilliant and grow
restoration
the
ior
me concernin this exhibit.
will ing future.
out
these
of
plans
The
carrying
darndest
one
of
th
gol
"They is
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German scientist claims to have discovered how to cure insomnia by
states
electricity. It seems to act both ways, then. In New York and other
they have been putting people to sleep oy eiecuicuj, uiiuer legai hbuuuuu, ALLEGED CONSPIRATORS
too.
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BANK OF SANTA FE

country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

THE VALLEY RANCH,
REMARKS

nt.

Time is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.
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THE FIRST NATIONAL
.

The Ranch of the

.11.25
$1.50
.

I

L. A. HUGHES,

J. PALEN,
President.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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Roosevelt or some one else shall win
this great fight; It will be won sooner
cr later. Theodore Roosevelt himself
U a great enough man to know that.
The Btandpat man of either old party
cannot
understand
these things.
The slider delight of a man's decision,
Uu- joy of a fight which iB there to be
fought these are the things which
the stand-pa- t
man of either old party
cannot understand. Why argue with
him? Let Ephraim remain wedded
to idols. Let him continue to demand,
"What can this third party get for

The familiar letters, S. S. S. , stand for Siwft's Sure Specific, a nam
honestly and fairly earned by a great blood remedy. It is worthy of ifc
title because it really CURES every ailment resulting from impure blood.
The majority of physical afflictions
are caused by bad blood, because a weak,
polluted circulation deprives the system of its necessary strength and
powers. S. S. S. cures every disorder which comes from
weak or diseased blood, it tones up and regulates
every portion of the system, and creates an abun- dant supply of nourishing properties which fill the
circulation and bring' health to the body. S. S. S.
is made entirely of healing, cleansing roots, herbs you?"
and barks, which are also possessed of great tonic
Many years ago as a young man
'properties. It does not contain a particle of min lived in a small community In the
eral or other harmful. drug, and is therefore the pu- - Rocky Mountains where we had not
. .
e
1.
f
rest anuJ saiesc
uioou nieuicine
lor young or Old. nmch law beyond that of the six3. 3. 3. cures Kneumaiism, catarrh, Sores and Ul- shooter. Jt was a sweet and seemly
cers, Skin Diseases, Scrofula, Malaria and all other country for a man. No man abused
troubles of a deranged circulation. Write for free book on the blood and his
neighbor there. There were few
any medical advice. JIo charge for either.
locks on the doors. There was one
disease-

-resisting
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Muffins

jfojr Digestible
o

FOR SALE Two story residence
Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O.
Watson & Co.

soaked with grease.

THIS RECIPE FOR MUFFINS
l'fc tablespoons melted Cottolene
1 tablespoon sugar
IV2 CUP m''k
3 cups sifted Hour 1 scant teaspoon salt
1
3 teaspoons baking powder
egg
Sift baking powder and flour together;
add the Cottolene, sugar, egg and milk
(use more or less milk according to flour).

TRY

which shuts out the fat.
Cottolcne cooked food i3
always digestible.
Cottolene is much more economical than butter or lard.

RENT Rooms
for light
Apply 271 Palace ave.

housekeeping.

Muffins can never be their best if made from lard and
Cottolene muffins are light, dry and crisp, because Cottolcne
heats to a higher temperature than butter or lard, without burning,
and in cooking form6 a crust

1

A.

mi
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Wanted a competent girl for housework in small family. Apply S. New
Mexican office.

ii
Vs.

FOR

n

RENT

Nicely

'southeast room,
modern
iences. 114 Johnson street.

.AJI

furnished
conven-

FOR SALE National Cash Reg- ister two drawers practically new.
great law which ran to the effect that,
O. C. Watson & Co.
uiien trouble came, it was a man's
part to strap on his gun, get out in
the middle of the road and meet his
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
trouble full face. Of course, he might
In-- j
up stairs over Andrews' store.
get killed; but that was much better
quire of Chas. Ballard at Andrews"
than- to live with the record of having
store.
hid behind the door, and having
shrieked for the sheriff or other form
TYPEWRITERS.
or constitutional
By Emerson Hough.)
world has moved. Ail civilization is of representative
Cleaned,
and repaired. New
adjusted
come
care
of
to
and take
Emerson Hough is a "best seller" progress. The progressive party is government
platens furnished. Ribbons and suphim.
American-out-of-door
the party of civilization. Do you
cf the virile,
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchange,
'
HE LEADS, OTHERS FOLLOW.
school. Before he broke Into letters, want the dark ages or today for
and rented. Standard makes handled.
Theodore Roosevelt was not the
iAll repair work and typewriters guarhe had been a ranger in the wild yours? That is your own concern.
West, and had already done good pub The world will move onward just the sort to hide behind the door. For
anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter
that reason, America admires him.
lie service by securing government same.
change. Phone 231.
For
that reason, he is on the front
buffalo
for
the
herds
of the) The rewards of a clean way of
protection
I olonel
that reason,
For
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
wa8' ,n "ct, tnought are something which the old page.
"onc rarK- n his ate th rt es when h Is first honk ii,,,
......
. "5rdn' Mr John Mavnard Marian, and
.
Department of the Interior,
uo
w
m"
.1.
Adam
ere""'
the
late
very
Congressman
.Tr...
U. S. Land Office at
appeared. Since then he has been "What are
you expecting to get out of Bede. follow him wherever he makes
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 12, 1912.
Btnumy mem ronn ai me rate or one nils: he demands ana ne thinks you
speeches. Why do they not precede
a year, besides contributing widely to crazy when you
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
say tUat you exDect him, and why does he not follow
the magazines on public and scientific to get nothing out of it. Yet
Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
you are them? The answer is fairly obvious.
April 12th, j 909, made Homestead
subjects. His novels, dealing mainly crazed only in the delirium of the He is a
leader, and not a follower.
with the wild days of the West and human impulse forward.
Entry No. 09579 f NE
Section
The stand- What sort of a man do you want in
pioneer times, are full of pat man cannot understand that. the White house at.
great political parties, if you do not ing a fence both sides of which he house of commons has grown, where- 24, Township 13 N., Range S E., N. M.
a
Washington
believe this, read American history. could not occupy, chose the worse at the prestige of the house of lords P. Meridian, has filed notice of inphilosophy of the plain old Westerner rou cannot argue with a man who 'leader or a follower?
You will find thpre tli;ii Hip
who broke and tamed a continent; ueals with assertions
haB waned.
This is true for Great tention to make Final Three Year
ma( nur. side when all these weak-kneeand
whose
only,
Why are you a Progressive? In all tie8 have come up and grown thft, folks did these
and his understanding of the rough nt'cmioao n
l
it
t
for Germany, for China. China Proof, to establish claim to the land
things
Britain,
lllvtK ui u,e past. L.ei ,ikelihood it is ln no wise
to
say they have waxed and that they have after the outrage of the Taft conven has her
man and his problems gives addition- him alone. The world
moves just the that ou are a Roosevelt-worshipe- just
republic today. Let us not above described, before Harry C.
al interest of this straight interesting
waned. That is why there are 1'ro- - tionthe people of this country con-- abandon hope. We yet may have one
U. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
statement of his attitude toward this
Perhaps you became a Progressive gressives today, and a Progressive eluded that that might be politics, but in America! Who knows?
N. M., on the 4th day of November,
One of the assertions of the stand-- for the Bame reason that I did, 'be-pa- t
political campaign and its problems.
it ,.,,. i. timt vnn Ivivp niurnVd 1912.
man of either of the old parties is, cause you have read the History of party. In time a yet more Progressive that it was not government. So they
are some men started a new party. The stand-pa- t
Claimant names
as witnesses:
this third party is Roosevelt and America and American politics, be- - party. Always there
that
money or made it easily, and that
who think, some men who are on the folk of the both old parties cannot
Polito
"Why fool with this new party," Roosevelt alone. Of course, that as- - cause
lloybal, of Kennedy, N. M.;
vnn
clHssifv
with
tho
vniirsplf
hnop
studied
the
have
you
great
side of civilization, some men who are understand it. They cannot under-o- house of lords. It is vour
asked an acquaintace, "what can you sertion is not
privilege to Julian H'ntro, of Kennedy N. M.;
true, because the world questions of American history. We
the side of the future and not of stand that a party can be governed do so. The world will move on
Aball,1 Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M..
get out of it? It has no chance to had
before
Roosevelt
just and Trinidad
progressed
is by principle and not by policy alone, the same. It Is
the
The
win."
past.
Progressive
party
Martinez, of Hyer, N. M.
if
you
born and will do so after he is dead. but none larger than those of today.
your privilege,
the party of the future, not that of the But the world moves just the same.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
You can make no answer to that The motives of this third
like, to deny that there may be any
party go We face the third war of American past. Oppose it if you like. Your
REPUBLIC AN EXPERIMENT.
sort of comment from that sort of deeper .than any one man's life.
Register.
such tiling as a political party with
They independence. It is not enough in choice is your privilege.
But the
man. If you told him the truth, he take hold on
As
against the leader of this new actual principles back of it. It is your
great causes and effects, days like these to sit down clutching world will move on just the same.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
could not understand it. If you make 011 real conditions which are far wider the
party at the current date it is urged privilege, if you like, to refuse the
clay idols of an ancient party in
Not a One-MaNo. 09703.
Party.
him the simplest of all explanations, than any one man's life.
that, he seeks to be a dictator. The simplest and most obvious explana- our laps and refusing to lift our eyes.
The Progressive party is not a
of the Interior, U. S.
Department
lie could not believe it. He cannot
is
not
assertion
true.
If
were
it
of
of
most
one
tions
the
true,
phestriking
With or Without Roosevelt.
Whether we do or not, the world
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. AI., Sept.
would be worse than would the
he
but
party,
of
American
But
a
an
that
honest
can
do
of
roinena
dictatorship
anycomprehend
history.
party
If Theodore Roosevelt fell dead to- moves on.
24, 1912.
foolish who did not congratulate it on, and courageous man be worse than the!
body great good without affording morrow, he would
your blindness, your ignorance, your
Notice is hereby given that E.
go happy, knowing
Now, all the great issues of a coun- having the friendship and the leader
dictatorship of a cunning and avari assertions will neither alter the course
somebody great graft. If Ephraim be that the fight he wages will sometime
Leonard, of Santa Fe, N. M who
try, of this country, are not decided ship of one of the most wonderful cjus oligarchy? The
do! of history nor the progress of the pro-- i
former
wedded to his idols, let the union of be
might
on April 20, 1909, made Homestead
won, knowing that the world inside of old parties, buf outside of minds, one of the most Wonderful
nnrtv
onnipthitii? fnr vnti ami mo tliu InHor
two endure. The world moves on just moves, with
or without Theodore them. This is true in spite of the bodies, one of the most wonderful
Entry No. 0U703, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
would do nothing.
If this were
NOT ANY VICTORY.
the same.
Sec. 2, Lot 1, Sec. 3, Township 16 N.,
Roosevelt. It makes no great differ- vociferations of all the Borahs,
nervous systems this country or any Rooseveltland and not America, 1
A victory for Mr. Taft and his
The final argument for this new ence whether Bacon or Shakespeare
Range 9 E., N. M. P.
has
and Hadleys who get cold other ever has seen. Put before the would as lieve live in it as
it theory of government is not any vic- Bled notice of intentionMeridian,
though
to make
The fact, the feet when the shooting
party lies in that fact; that the world wrote
Shakesjeare.
actually stand-pa- t
man the full tale of the were
Rockerfelleror
tory at all. It is only a temporary
does move. Compare the dark ages deed, is the great thing. It makes no begins. New and great human needs
Proof, to establish claim to the
uays worKs ot tnis one man, tne vast land or Harrimanland or Alorganland. clinging to a broken bridge. So far land above
with today, and you find that the' great difference to civilization whether have always demanded
before Register
new and range of his activities, and he will:
choose as you like for your own self, as a victory for Mr. Wilson is a cling- or Receiver,described,
U. S Land Office, Santa
turn away from you as did the coun-- ;
Great Britain still considers the ing to stand-pa- t
ideals of an old and Fe, New Mexico, on the 15th day ot
tryman after a long study of the American republic an experiment. If outworn party, it could he no victory November, 1912.
camel in the menagerie. "There ain't that republic is to be governed after at all, but
Claimant names as witnesses:
merely a halting at a broken
;no such a animal, ' said he. For the'fhp fnKiiinn nf th
Tan mnventinn. bridge. Why waste time when trouble George S. Tweedy, Charles A. Se
man mere ami uu buuu a Great Britain is right. If we are to is due?
siauu-pa- i
,
Why not buckle on your gun, ingo, T. P. Delgado, Damasio
animal as Roosevelt.
Dp ruled from Wall street
and not get in the middle 'of the street, and
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
It is urged against Theodore Koose-lfroMANUEL R. OTERO,
Washington, Great Britain is have it over with?
and thatiright
velt that he is a
The underlying principle of
The house of commons wins steadRegister.
he is an egotist. One imagines that thl8 republic is the idea of the old
ily. The working people of the world
the
man
under
great
any
succeeding
in which the majority win steadily. The old
law of survival is obliged to be some ruled. If the majority is not to rule
DING OF BRAND
You do not stop
idea wins
what of an egotist. Any great man is In America, then Great Britain is them. Thesteadily.
is
the
party
progressive
obliged to be something of an egotist. right, and this republic is an experi- outcome of
conditions, a part of the IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CATTLE
Look on the front page for the name ment, and it has failed. If we are to
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consequence
who leads where others follow. Per- who dominated the Taft convention at sfand-pa- t
folk, who cannot understand of brands now on record in the office
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adjust
haps
Chicago, then Great Britain is right, any such thing as a great and vital of The Cattle
Sanitary Board, not
a new definition of the term "ego-- j
d thi rpniir,ii(, naH foiipd
Do not join in it un- - now in actual use, the State Leeis- need.
nun. iou uo uui ctu. me tail nee Buti because there are many men in human
less you like but do not try to stop lature has
a law requiring all
egotistic.
America who are not weak, wh3 are it. Take on the simpler task of stop-- ! owners of passed
recorded brands to re- But as to the selfishness, the little ;not willing t0 accept the wishes of an
ping the stars in their courses. At- cord their brands within a period of
'l
which is charged against oligarchy, who are not willing to be
tempt the genial chore of wiping out six months, commencing on Sept.
Theodore Roosevelt, it is idle to pay dominated by pretenders, there was a all human hope and human resolution.
loth, 1912. A failure upon the part of
attention to that sort of thing. Since protest, there was a third party. In
The progressive party is in tune each holder of a recorded brand to
r
it is charged in mere assertion,
words, when the time came, this with the religion of the stars. Be
his brand in the time required
pose we argue about that, and do not republic decided that it had not been against it if you
like; nobody Is hold- by law, forfeits all right of further
retaliate in like weak assertion.
a failure, that it intended to go on, ing you. But the stars and the world use. In a short
time circular letters
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fatal Philadelphia banquet at Feb oi the street. That is why a good game, and all Novembers look alike Cattle Sanitary Board will be sent out
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i
ruary 2, 1912, when Senator Robert many of us are progressive today. It to them. If not this November, some to each holder of brands now of
AI. LaFollette, in the parlance of the is your privilege to remain a stand-pa- t
other November.
If not this Roose- record. To facilitate this work as
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day, "blew up." If we do not care to man if you like, and to ally yourself velt, some other Roosevelt at some much as possible, and to avoid the
be so flippant, let us call unfortunate with either old party if you like. The later day.
lapsing of brands, it is earnestly re
and unhappy that two hours address world will go on just the same.
But this day this November, this quested that all parties now having
We are at the brink of the third war Koosevelt suits a lot of us so many recorded
in the wee sma' hours, at the end of
brands, upon receipt of
which we saw the bowed and broken of American independence, the most ot us that, very likely a great many proper blanks from this office, send in
imstand-pa- t
figure of a man who had aspired to tremendous and the most vitally
people are this November their renewals with the least possible
lead the new progressive thought of portant war of the three. This is the going to get the surprise of their emi- - delay.
It is not fair to ask war on the side of the old
his time.
nently respectabla and highly consti- - Cattle Sanitary Board of New Mexico,
and against the rule of a rich tutional lives.
whether the speaker or his listeners
By W. J. LINWOOD,
made the more unfortunate, the more oligarchy built up on special privilege
Secretary.
of a happy
should be
discourteous figure. But at the end and in violation of the ancient law of TRUST FUND LEFT
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break
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play.
of it all, there was a bowed and
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You can read in history of very
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broken figure of whom many said in
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one end? The hungry have al- been created and that new trustees 5
February 2, 1912, Colonel Roosevelt just
Township 1G N., Range 12 E., N. M.
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honmay be appointed to administer it.
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tion to make
such leadership that cause could not
proof, to estab- Are You a Seller? An advertise-- liah clnlm in thp land flhnVA rioaprthori
win. But the cause was there, the need known to his own times or unforgot- hu- ment in the classified columns of the
before Register and Receiver, U. s!
for it to win was as great as ever. ten of later times. The cause of
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year by year, in every nation, the the eyes of all possible buyers.
Kmllio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cre.
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tino Rivera, Enrique Rivera, all of
at this crisis?
Pecos, New Mexico.
When Senator LaFollette at the
which is absolutely free from any drug.
mantel r. oter,
Taft convention in Chicago showed
Register,
what many frankly called personal
Recently it hu been definitly proven by experiments on animals that alcohol
food-drink
This new
breakfast
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vlndictiveness against Roosevelt, what lowers the germicidal power of the body and that alcohol paralyzes the white cor- puscles of the blood and renders them uncble to take up and destroy disease germs. ilN THE PROBATE COURT IN AND
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and
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ot tne human race.
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Vsease germs cause tne death ot over one-na-it
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A blood medicine, mode entirely without alcohol, which is a pure glyceric
ct
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
of pure Southern sugar-can- e,
stirtable
is prepared
not
he
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as himself, although
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taxes collected in thk various counties of the state based on the amounts
remitted to the state treasurer for
Governor McDonald ia reported as 1910 and 1911 up to September 1,
THE WEATHER.
Valencia county leads with
doing fairly well, but he will remain 1912.
Santa Fe, ,X. M., Oct. 9. For New
In Albuquerque the rest of the week.
95.57 for the 1911 taxes and McKin-le- Mexico:
Increasing . cloudiness and
Miss Olson, secretary to the goverleads in the 1910 column.
warmer tonight; Thursday local
rain
'
Duke
from
the
City.
nor, has returned
The percentages are as follows:
and colder in east portion.
The report of a big mining deal was
1911
1910
heard around the capitol this morning, Bernalillo
IN TELEPHONING
,
88.84
95.86
out.
not
are
details
but
given
The New Mexican, if your business
88.68
95.08
Chaves
Game Warden de Baca has returned Colfax
93.63 t about advertising, subscriptions or
95.70
from Wagon Mound, where he attend- Curry
82.40
82.05 job work, please call up "31 W." If
ed the fair.
82.33 you wish to speak to the editor or give
92.48
Dona Ana
J. P, Sandoval is the interpreter Eddy
.....91.42 81.77 any news, please phone "31 J.".
93.17
o' the Vnited States district court.
92.92
Grant
Just received new line of stamped
86.76
79.85
...
TAXES COLLECTED.
Guadalupe
81.75
93.15 goods for embroidery. Miss Mugler.
ex- Lincoln
bank
and
auditor
Tlip traveling
Regular prayer meeting services
97.95
95.07
aminer, Howell Ernest, has compiled Luna
will
be held at St. John's Methodist:
95.64
.99.72
a table showing the percentage of McKinley ... ...
,
.79.93 74.70 Episcopal church this evening.
.
Mora
Fine apples $2.50 per
Otero
... ....... .99.77 87.94 FOR ofSALE
150 pounds. Phone 'Casner
94.59 90.46 barrel
! Quay
70.08
78.06 ranch, 1262 W.
Rio Arriba
Don't forget the Junior
Auxiliary
;
97.90 89.21
Roosevelt . :
sale, at the. Boy Scouts1!
66.49
58.35
...
Sandoval
Another large assortment
to six!
89.32
,
73.16 rooms on Saturday from three
San Juan
That $75 Round Oak Base Burner
I. . .81.70 77.44
San Miguel
latest shapes In Hats, such
was bought at
81.29
69.68 in Gerdes' store
Santa Fe
as FELT, VELOUR, VELy
88.56
70.02
SierraFrom 40 to 64 was the, range of teiiii
73.78
77.96
VET, Etc. Also carry fine
Socorro
here yesterday and the aver90.17 90.90 perature
Taos
line of Stamped Articles
relative
humidity was 55 per cent.
age
.63.06 64.88
Torrance
was a trace of rain.
for Embroidery
84.49 There
88.06
Union
For reliable electric work see
95.06
95.57
Valencia
Sparks. Prices always reasonable,
89.02
84.63 service prompt.
Average ...
Married Monday Miss Fidelina Lu;
RESTORATION OF PUBLIC LANDS.
and Louis Escudero were marcero
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.
The Commissioner of the General ried here
r
Monday by Rt. Rev.
Land Office, by letter dated September
A. Fourchegu, vicar general of
25, 1912, notified the Santa Fe Land
the archdiocese.
Office as follows:
Let Bridge Contract The county
withdrawal commissioners
Departmental order o
have let the contract
of September 1, 1903, for forestry purof t"he Galisteo
for the erection
poses, is hereby revoked insofar as it
to the Midland Bridge combridge
area
described
the
affects
following
bid Of
near the Jemez National Forest, and pany of Kansas City, their seven.
of
lowest
the
$3,700
being
the vacant unappropriated
public
Mr. Collins Says: "We are proud of
h.nd therein will be restored to the
.'Pin-Tocandies. Another big
the
to
become
domain
and
subject
public
Come to Zooks
in
a.
today.
shipment
9
o'clock
on
settlement
and after
'
m., standard time, November 29, 1912, and see 'em."
If you buy your cakes and cookies
West Side of Plaza
and to entry, filing and selection upon
for your Sunday dinner at the Junior
the filing of the plat thereof:
sale you will be sure of obUnsurveyed land which by protrac- Auxiliary
the Boy
tion of the public surveys would be taining the very best. At
on Saturday from three
rooms
Scouts'
2
N
R.
17
to
T.
E.,
that portion
which lies south and west of the Jem-e- to six.
Public Reception A public recepNational Forest , and between the
Canon de San Diego and Ojo de San tion will be held Thursday-eveninat St. John's Methodist Episcopal
Have Added a Complete Jose grants.
M. Shinier, pasis given that no person will church for the Rev. J.
Warning
Line of
tor. The public is invited.
ocor
settlement
under
gain any right
for renc.
cupancy begun after withdrawal and Elegantly Furnished Rooms
rooms in the city, having
prior to 9 o'clock a. m., November 29, The finest
conveniences, including
1912. Persons holding valid settlement all modern
and baths.
rights initiated prior to withdrawal electric light, steam heat
lowill be aHoyjjM3pference . right to The European Hotel, centrally
State
cated.
HeadquartProgressive
accordin
make entry of such lands
ers in the hotel.
To
Stock of Meats ance with
existing regulations.
"Cakes, cookies, candy, the best
Give Us a
ever,'' Junior Auxiliary sale, Boy
Scouts' rooms on Saturday from three
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" The Home of
Quality Groceries

EVERY DAY
IS

A

if

Busy Day

WITH US!
MAKE THEM A LITTLE BUSIER
By 'Phoning Your Order

!

WEDNESDAY,

Just Arrived

home-baker-

cluding the New Mexican's.
Miss Mugler has just received a
new assortment of the latest hats and
it would be very wise for you to stop
in and look them over. It will give
you an idea how to twist your old last
year's one to make It look stylish,
even if you can't buy a new one.
BROTHER CHARLEY SAYS HE
PUT UP FOR CAMPAIGN.
(Continued from page one).
Springfield, 111., late this afternoon and
is scheduled to make four addresses
before departing, shortly before midTonight a torchnight for Chicago.
light procession will be held In his
honor. The New Jerseyan will be the
guest of the democratic editors of
Missouri at a banquet tonight; at 6:30
at Hotel Jefferson. The torchlight
procession will escort the governor to
the Coliseum, where he is scheduled

Groceries,

Fruits,

United States Steel corporation.
"I want to say right now that its
ideas are not my ideas, and that I
am perfectly certain that it would
not promote any Idea which interfered
with the monopolies of the United
I hope and
States Steel corporation.
intend to . Interfere with monopoly
just as much as possible, and I cannot subscribe to those arrangements
by which it knows It will not be

Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have

FLOWERS

,

-

TriE ClARENDuN GARDEN
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone Black 12.

MISS A. MUGLER

Vegetables, Meats,

to deliver his principal address here. '
"I am simply trying to show that
Mr. Roosevelt has the viewpoint of
the trusts and that we cannot afford
to have a man president of the United
States who has that viewpoint. It is
a matter of perfect indifference to me
where Mr. Roosevelt gets his money,
but it is a matter of a great deal of
difference to me where he gets his
ideas. And he got his ideas with regard to the regulation of monopoly
from the gentlemen who control the

y

v

Goe-bel'- s.

FOR QUALITY GROCERIES

OCT. 9, 1912.

Mon-signo-

Poultry,

Oysters,

THE PLAZA

Bakery Goods, Etc.

MarketCo.

Everything to
Phone 4

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4

fci

z

Sq

SPITZ?

jeweler

HEADQUARTERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

E

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

ft

ft

lf

their

Trial.

PROGRESSES

Lewiston, Idaho, Oct. 9. The
court of Idaho, in session here
handed down a decision late last
night, holding that the presidential
electors and candidates for congress
on the progressive ticket were not in
conformity with the state law and
should not be certified by the secretary of state or printed on the official
ballot at the coming election.
e

THE
PLAZA MARKET CO

-

to six.
Do you wish to stop smoking? Then

IN IDAHO ARE
BARRED BY COURT

AND

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

WILSON HEATER
will
with the Hot Blast ..Down-Draas any
produce twice', as much, heat
other. It is because the Down-Draconsumes all, the fuel and the gases
which arise from it, whereas in other
heaters the gases, which constitute one-hathe burnable part of the fuel, escape
unburned up the chimney. You can
start a fire in ten minutes and hold it
for 36 hours.
Remember, k is fuel cost which
counts.

GROCERIES

WATCHES
CLOCKS

2
From a given amount of wood the

.try a rich, mellow chocolate after
each meal just as the cigarette yearn"
Get
ing seized your mouth.
at Zook's for the test.
Campbell Bros. Get It The contract
for the erection of the Los Lunas
court house and jail has been awarded to Campbell Brothers for $24,000.
The structure is to have a concrete
foundation with a brick superstructure. Campbell brothers erected several fine buildings in this city, in

The Wilson saves

one-ha-

your

lf

v

bill.

"Pin-Tons-

Santa

Juel

Fe Hardware

and Supply Co.

DRY GOODS, CLOTHING

SUITS
$17.50

DRESSES

to $20.00 $12.50 to $16.00

$8:50

$12.50

AND NOTIONS

DRESSES

Ladies' and Mens Furnishing Goods.

Beautiful new dresses in variety of new
The very latest new winter styles. A splendid group of charming dresses. Not many of
each kind but for early buyers every size in each
els.

DEAR MADAM:

,

kind.

When you buy Dry Goods or anything to wear you are interested in several
tilings. First, VALUE It's not the price you pay but what you get for the price
you pay that counts. Next, STYLE you want styles that are right up to the minute
clothes that are becoming to your personality.
Then, THE HOUSE BEHIND
THE GOODS You want to buy where you know positively that satisfaction is

"
really guaranteed.
If the above meets your ideas, we are sure you will be satisfied if you trade at
this store a store that has built their success on satisfied customers a store that
never fails to make good on any complaint, no matter how large or how small.
We are now in our heart of merchandising on the "Satisfaction Guaranteed"
plan and our business shows a continued increase month after month, and year
after year.
We want your business, your friends' business, and your friends' friends'
business. We try to satisfy each customer so perfectly that she will be glad to recommend this store to her friends. That's why our business grows so fast.
We sell only those makes of goods which have won our reputation solely on
their merits. Each line of goods we handle is here solely because we know it is
the best of its class in the country. Careful comparison will prove the superiority
of our values.
We stand back of jour purchase with the broadest kind of a guarantee, which
means, if the goods don't satisfy you, you get your money back, and in such cases,
we do it so quickly and so willingly as to leave no doubt in your mind but that it is a
pleasure for us to do so.
Above all else, we want your good will, based on your satisfaction. You
should investigate the advantages of trading here.

May We Greet You Here Soon?
Yours Truly,

NATHAN SALMON.

SUITS
d
suits of extra qualiHigh grade,
ty. A suit to suit every fancy suits particular
The best efwomen, will want to wear now.
who are contailors
forts of skilled, competent
best
the
to
in tailored
produce
stantly trying
store.
suits for our
Every garment can rightfully be termed "hand made."
man-tailore-

.v
'

COATS
The new coats are charming, "seven-eighths- "
long and with draped fullness on the shoulders,
but still narrow at the bottom. The range of
fabrics and colors is so extensive that it would
be hard to describe them all.

i

DRY

j

600DS

Popular new dress goods at unusual prices.
We are turning trade conditions to your advantage in the Dry Goods section. See that you get
your share of the savings. You will enjoy seeing the handsome fabrics now shown here.

SUITS
$17.50

DRESSES

to $20.00 $12.50 to $16.00

$12.50

$8.50

